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CB IS
Still illegal
The Government still rejects 27 MHz AM
The next three pages are going to
bombard you with the present situation
and lamast all that has been said on the
subject of CB including the 'Announcement'. But firstly we would like to make it
clear to everyone that Citizens Band
Radio as we know it is still illegal.
The long awaited decision on Frequency
allocation came on February the 26th, it
was a shame that they couldn't have
waited one more day, namely the 27th.
However proposals for British CB followed
the original thinking and were unveiled.
in an answer to Mr. Patrick Wall, 930
MHz FM was announced as one of the
frequencies for a future service. This
came as no real surprise to anyone, for
the Government had favoured a frequency
above 928 from the start.
We had expected that an additional
frequency would still be considered and
that an announcement to this effect would
take place late in February, 27 MHz FM
was as we repeated last month long
overdue.
However knowing the slow deliberation
and delaying tactics our Government
has taken when it comes to CB, we were
totally reluctant to build up the 'it will be
legal by the time you read this' bubble.
As has now been proved our closing
statement for last month still rings true,
"27 MHz is not here yet full stop".

EO

Home Office Statement

Citizens Band Radio
approved - on 27 MHz
FM and 930 fJlHz FM
27 MHz AM equipment
remains illegal
Britain is to have a legal citizens band
radio service. Mr William Whitelaw, the
Home Secretary, announced this today
in a Parliamentary answer to Mr Patrick
Wall MP. It is hoped that the new service
will be introduced in the autumn.
The new personal two·way service will
be authorised on 27 MHz FM (frequency
modulated), and a further frequency will
be made available around 930 MHz.
Equipment will be required to meet a

2

technical specification, and users will
have to buy a licence.
The 27 MHz AM (amplitude modulated)
equipment currently being used in this
country is illegal and will remain so.
Commenting on the introduction of the
new service, Mr Timothy Raison, MP,
Ministerof State at the Home Office, said
"We are offering a new service which
we hope will provide enjoyment for many
people. It will give as good a service as
the illegal AM equipment - indeed some
of this is already obsolete. It should soon
cost about the same and should cause
fewer problems for others. The interference which illegal CB equipment is
causing to TV reception and emergency
services is giving rise to concern, an'd
now that the Government has gone so
far towards meeting the wishes of
supporters of CB, I hope that we can rely
on those with illegal equipment to act
responsibly and stop using it".

Choosing the frequency
The Home Secretary said in a written
Parliamentary reply on December 18
1980 that he favoured the introduction
of a CB facility on a frequency around
930 MHz, but because of public demand
for an alternative he undertook to con·
sider the possibility of legalising CB
additionally on a lower frequency. The
final decision had to take into account
the need to introduce a legalised service
with the minimum of delay; the risk of
interference to radio, TV and other author·
ised services both in the United Kingdom
and in neighbouring countries; the avail·
ability of frequencies; and the desirability
of adopting an international standard.
The frequency selected - 27 MHz FMshould give CB enthusiasts the perform·
ance they want at about the same cost as
illicit equipment but with far less interference to other users. France, the
Netherlands and Germany' are among
th.ose European countries who have legalised on 27 MHz FM equipment and the
Irish Republic has recently announced
its intention to do the same. The other
frequency proposed-around 930 MHzis going to be adopted in North America
and some European countries, and is
seen as being capable of giving a good
quality service, especially in towns and
cities, with the minimum of interference.
It offers the prospect of an international
market for British manufacturers.
Other alternative frequencies, such as
41 M Hz and 450 M Hz, were reviewed

but none was free of interference difficulties or met the other requirements.
Existing authorised users of the 27
MHz band, for example, hopsital paging
systems, may be affected by the Govern·
ment's decision and the implications for
them will be taken into account during
the planning period.

Existing equipment
Existing illegal 27 MHz AM (amplitude
modulated) equipment will not be legalised. The volume of interference from CB
sets using 27 MHz AM equipment is
increasing - in the last five months alone
there were nearly 5,000 complaints of
interference to radio, TV and hi-fi which
were directly traced to the use of illegal
27 MHz AM sets; this represents an
increase of about one-third of all recorded
complaints of interference from all sources.
Emergency services have also been
affected. Although recent AM equipment
of US origin causes less interference to
some services than earlier models, its
potential for interference to TV remains
high.

Equipment specification
Specifications for the new FM (frequency modulated) equipment will be
drafted to ensure that it causes the min·
imum of interference to other radio users;
standards will be set to which manufacturers, importers and assemblers will
conform. The equipment will have to be
permanently marked so that a purchaser
knows the set he is buying meets these
standards. Such specifications are vital
to ensure that other radio services (police,
fire, aviation) are not adversely affected.

Licensing
Users of the new service will have 10
buy a licence, renewabreannually, which
will entitle them to use equipment on
either frequency. Talks are taking place
with the Fost Office to see if they can
issue licences on behalf of the Home
Office. It is too early to say what the cost
of a licence will be.

Commencement date
It is hoped to complete the arrangements for technical specification, equipment marking and licensing, and bring
the new service into operation, by the
autumn.
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Parliamentary
Review
What was said in the House before and after the announcement of 27 MHz FM.
In the few weeks leading up to Mr William Whitelaws
announcement of intended legalisation in the Autumn,
members of parliament literally bombarded the
Minister with questions on CB/GC and radio.
Indeed as can be noted from Mr. Patrick Wall's
comments at the foot of our coverage of the
Adjournment debate, the House was alive.
Because of this sheer volume of questions we
must alas strain your eyesight with a reduced
dummy page containing the events prior to
the announcement.
This is bordered by yet more questions
that came In the week prior, In all some
18 questions were asked on CB within
two weeks. The announcement itself
CPD.
follows on the second page.

guide to users on the proper use of the facility.

How many illegal operators?
Mr. Wigley (Member of the Clyde Cymru
party for Caernavon, Wales) asked the
Secretary of State for the Home
Department what representations he has
received: -

CB helps terrorists
Mr. Bradford (An official Ulster
Unionist for Belfast South) asked
the Secretary of State for the Home
Department if he will study the
judgment of the Recorder of Belfast, in which he expressed the
view that citizens band radios
are of great assistance to terrorists: and if he will make a
statement on this aspect of
their use.
Mr. Raison: All radio
equipment - whether its
use is licensed or unlicensed can be misused.
The introduction of a
legalised open channel
service will not represent any additional risk
to public security.
Mr.
Bradford
asked the Secretary
of State for the
Home Department
if he intends to
include a section on security
in any future
Government publication regarding citizens band radios.
Mr. Raison: We have no plans to issue
any further discussion document on open
channel radio. When the service is introduced we will
consider publishing a simple code of conduct to act as a
CB Radio April 81

a) from
Gwynedd
and b) from
Wales regarding the
the legalising
of
citizens
band radio.
Mr. Raison: I
refer the hon.
Member to the
reply given to a
similar question
by my hon. Friend
the MemberforBrigg
and Scunthorpe (Mr.
Brown). The information requested could
not be obtained without
disproportionate cost,
since the representations
we have received have
not been recorded by
geographical area.
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Parliamentary Review
Mr. Wigley asked the Secretary of State for the
Home Department what is his estimate of the number of
illegal users of citizens band radio in a) Wales, b) Scotland
and c) England.
Mr. Raison: Based on information supplied by the
Post Office interference service, our current rough
estimate is:
(a) Wales
6,000
(b) Scotland
9,000
(c) England
48,000

Mr Wall Gets the Answer
This is the one you have all been waiting for, the actual
wording of Mr Patrick Walls question. Actually we
already knew, we cheated, and just happened to be with
Patrick Wall when the question was written, as can be
seen by the photograph below. Nothing quite like being
in the right place at the right fime is there?
CPD
Mr. Wall (Conservative MP for Hallenprice) asked the
Secretary of state for the Home Department if he has
now reached a decision on the introduction of a legal
Citizens Band.

the advice of the statutory Advisory Committee under
section 10 of the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949 on the
technical requirements to ensure the minimum of interference, and to reflect the outcome of this in regulations
setting equipment standards to which manufacturers,
importers and assemblers will have to conform. Arrangements will also have to be made for the setting up of the
licensing system. The adoption of a frequency in the 27
MHz range may affect existing authorised users of this
band, and the implications for them are being taken into
accounf in the detailed planning.
I hope to be able to introduce this authorised service
by early Autumn.

Licences for Car Radios?
Mr. Hardy (Labour M P for Rather Valley, Rotherham)
asked the Secretary of State for the Home Department
if he proposes to require payment of a licence fee in
respect of motor car radios.
Mr. Mayhew (Conservative MP for Royal Tunbridge
Wells) The working party on the administration of the
broadcast receiving licence system, on which the Home
Office, Posf Office and BBC are represented, is con·
sidering methods of payment of the licence fee and
whether the base of the licensing systems might be
expanded, including the possibility of reintroducing car
radio licences. My Right Hon. Friend expects to receive
its report shortly and will carefully consider its recommendations before faking any decisions.

Even the Lords are talking about CB
in the House of Lords

POfrkk Woll holds the question which produced me first positive step rowords 0
I~ol

27 MHz FM CiTizens Bond Service.

Mr. Whitelaw (Secretary of State for the Home
Office and MP for Penrith & the Border Scotland). After
careful consideration I have decided to permit a 27 MHz
FM citizens band service. provided that the equipment
meets the standards we shall set. The 27 MHz AM
equipment currently used in this country will remain
illegal. Further evaluation of 930 MHz equipment has
confirmed that this should provide a good service with
minimum risk of interference, and accordingly I shall
also be making available a frequency band around 930
MHz. Users will be required to hold a licence which will
permit the use of both types of equipment, and which
will be renewable annually. Consultations are taking
place with the Post Office with a view of their issuing
licences on my behalf. It will now be necessary, to seek
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Lord Gisborough asked Her Majesty's Government:
If they have now reached 8 decision on the introduction
of a legal citizens band service.
Lord Belstead: After careful consideration my right
honourable friend has decided to permit a 27 MHz FM
citizens band service, provided that the equipment
meets the standards we shall set. The 27MHz AM
eqUipment currently used in this country will remain
illegal. Further evaluation on 930 MHz equipment has
confirmed that this should provide a good service with
minimum risk of interference, and accordingly he will
also be making available a frequency band around 930
MHz. Users will be required to hold a licence which will
permit the use of both types of equipment, and which
will be renewable annually. Consultations are taking
place with the Post Office with a view of their issuing
licences on my right honourable friends behalf.
It will now be necessary to discuss draft equipment
specifications with manufacturers, to seek the advice of
the statutory advisory committee under Section 10 of
the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949 on the technical
requirements to ensure the minimum of interference,
and to reflect the outcome of this in regulations setting
equipment standards to which manufacturers, importers
and assemblers will have to conform. Arrangements will
also have to be made for the setting up of the licensing
system. The adoption of a frequency in the 27 MHz
range may affect existing authorised users of this band,
and the implications for them are being taken into
account in the detailed planning. My right honourable
friend hopes to be able to introduce this authorised
service by early autumn!
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Friendly Advice
for Emergency
Monitors
Port two of

0

series written by Mike Newbold,

In the February CB Radio we saw how
clear concise English should be used at
all times in monitoring any Emergency
Channel, most of us are currently CB
enthusiasts, and hence we know all the
'lingo', but as in the USA it is an accepted
way of direct communication, and therefore not only will you get Red-neck truckers
calling 10-33's, but also your average
spinster maiden Aunt, whose verbalswill
often be not only very confused in times
of stress, but would be even more distressed if the responding Emergency
Channel Monitor did not speak her own
Language - plain English.
There are many voluntary Emergency
Channel assistance organisations, per·
haps the most respected being REACT,
closely followed by ALERT, HELP, U.S.
EARS, CREST of Ausfralia, HARP of Ireland. and our own THAMES Units, all
organised in one way or another, but the
degree of actual Emergency Training
varies from REACTs 8 week course to
virtually NIL, as anyone with a base
station and a Landline (Telephone) can
establish themselves as an Emergency
Monitoring Station.
As it is very tikely that upon legalisation
of a Citizens Radio Band various organi·
sations will be established, I would like to
respectfully offer a few Monitoring plans
that are virtually common to organisa·
lions already established elsewhere.

them on landline to establish demarkation!
boundary lines to which you both can
work, subject to local radio reception.

CALL
ON
emergency
channel

Two Monitors working in harmony are
worth 100 who are not. Lose your cool
and you'll lose all respect.

Emergency
mon,!or ellabl,sl'lf!S

t'a"'ller
inro<mlho<'

• type 0I""u811on
• E..el lOCation

1oI5Olllno;•

DETERMINE
SITUATION

GET ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

TRAFfiC
ACCIDENT

NO Iype 01 "'I\oeJes
No lMOIlle. ",,,,"es?
Bleed,ng? U ~ S ?

DISABLED
VEHICLE

PeclllIe In <11 Ot....

ROAO HAZARD (or
any other hazard to
peraona or propertYI

/'tt01>w1"" Pow.. ' - Oow'n?
Olnen G41 oelaols.

On<OltcJway?

OUC>OQ(oOft:

Ott.~
~ .. d"'

CALL:
11 AMBULANCE

2) POLICE

POUCE Of
AA1RAClGARAGE

oblect on

CRIME

In plOV....' AgaoNl
Pll'1Of'1 Ag~"'1 ~f'

FIRE

tyP$ (car. lluold'''O. OPe"

POUCE

POUCE

Monitoring Procedure
KEEP CALM: Irrespective of the
Emergency you are dealing with a totally
calm attitude will give the professional
approach of obtaining ALL relevant details
from your often distressed caller without
any problems. If you lose your calmness
confusion and loss of sometimes VITAL
information will occur.
COURTEOUSNESS: Consider yourself a public servant, unquestionable
courtesy must be practised at all times,
especially at times of provocation or bad
language by your caller. Never, ever
lower your standard to a loss of temper,
or a verbal fight with callers or other
Emergency Monitors. NEVER argue with
other Monitors, they have as much right
as you to offer their services. Liaise with
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r'elcl. rll/esl. ehemlCals

Ot Oll\er I"rl.m....ble

I) FIRE BRIGADE
2) POUCE

ma'e""ore""'?1

MEDICAL

p.lienls bleeo,ng?
UneonsetOlll? 8'e.'II,ng1

Gel r.l.... nl ,nlOtt'llilhon I,om

OTHER-oR IF IN
DOUBT

eaIet 'e' loc.llOn. 501.. ation.

MARINE

N......

AMBULANCE
POLICE

no 01 pe'sons.. dlnge.

Iyt)e

01 e<"L

P04"oor>,}

~::'~e~~:ll':"01

deKt'oIfOfI 01 crllVP$rfOf\S
IllOI'd tno. Ige. se~1

CALL
H.M. COASTCUARD

or
(via 999)
POLICE (Inland)
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Friendly Advice for Emergency Monitors
CORRECTNESS: Mistakescost lives
on l;mergency work, consider a few
suggestions: Always use a headset or
Headphoneswhen monitoring ... as with
any background noise you will either
misinterpret or lose the information al·
together. Always write down everything,
use the 24 hour clock system to time
your messages, and repeat to your caller
alt Locations, Names and Call Signs.
Report all Emergencies to the correct
authority, never guess at information ask, and ask again if necessary, but
never guess.
CONCISE: You only have two jobs to
do, so do them properly - Get the mess·
age and provide the required assistance.
Keep all transmissions as short as possible, and avoid monopolising the Emergency ChanneL If a prolonged exchange
of messages are envisaged MOVE TO A
CLEAR CHANNEL.

EMERGENCY MONITOR GUIDE
INCIDENT

INFO''IIIIATlON REQUIRED
ASK..

REPORT INCIDENT INSTRUCTIONS TQ
TO:REPORTaA OF INCID_NT

1) AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENT

Description: Commercla~
Private, Military.
Location. Inluries.
Fatalllles. Groond
Damage. other danger.

POLICE

Reporter 10 remain at
scene. Stan(fby on
Emergency Channel
Keep away bystanders.
and remain al safe
dislance from AcciOent.

2) ROAD TRAFFIC
ACCIDENT (RTAJ

location. InJuries·if Yes'
If persons trapped-alson damage only-

AMBULANCE
FIRE BRIGADE
POLICE

Reporter to remain on
SCene unl~ Help arrives.
Do Not administer Fltst
Aid unless Qualilied • At
night lItuminate scene by
headlamps

3: FIRE

Location: Type 01 Buildino FIRE BRIGADE
8ltent of Fire: Persons in (Ambulance is
Buildino
automatically
called by Fire
BriQade if persons
Reponed)

Reporter to help
evacuate, and ensure
access clear lor arrival 01
Fire Tenders. locate Fire
Hydrant polnts. Standby
on EmerQency Channel.

4) RAILWAY
ACCIDENT

Location, 8ltent of
accident Estimated
number of casualties Any
Fire. Road Access points

POLICE

Reporter to slay at
nearest road access point
to direct arriving
Emergency vehicles.
Standby on Emergency
Cluinnel

5) MARINE
EMERGENCY
(see note a)

Location (with Map Rei on
Bearing if possible) Type
of Vessel Any Hfe
endanoered. Fire risk.
Name of Vessel iJ possible

COASTGUARD
(via 999 coastal
areas)
(or POLICE for
inland waterways)

Reporter 10 Standby on
Emergency Channel:
Report dired 10
COASTGUARD on
MARINE Channel16d
aYallable.

6) MEDtCAL
EMERGENCY

Location. DescripTion of
emergency.
Description of yehiCle if
involved.

AMBULANCE
(also POLICE il a
vehicle Is
involved)

Reponer to await medical
assistance Render FIRST
AID if qualified. Maintain
listenino watch on
Emergency Channel.

7) VEHICLE
BREAKDOWN

Location, Descriplion and POLICE (if trallic Reporter 10 mar1< disabled
Registration 01 Vehicle.
blocked) MlRACI yehicle with warning road
Problem with Yehlcle.
GARAGE (at
cones. reflective trianole.
motorist request) Leaye YehiCle Hauard
warning flashers ON.
Remoye passengers from
Yehicle if in dangerous
position on road.

S) ROAO/TRAFFIC
HA.ZZARD

Location, type of hauard POLICE LOCAL
le: 011 or chemical spillage STATION
lost yehlcle load, dead
animal carcass

9) TRAFFIC SIGNALS
OUT OF SERVICE

Location. disruption and
delay of traUic

Summary
DO's

Answer all calls for help and assistance.
Ignore all Non-Emergency users (NEVER
Admonish them)
Switch Non Emergency Calls immediately to another channel
Respect other Emergency Monitoring
Stations even if not part of your 0 rgan isation
Pass concise information to the respective Emergency Agency (Police Fire etc)
Be ready to direct help to the scene of
Accident.
DON'Ts

Use Emergency Channel for Non-Emergency work
Use Radio when telephone will suffice
Continue prolonged communications on
the Emergency Channel
Broadcast traffic conditions or weather
reports
Broadcast time-checks
Lose all respect and credability by arguing on Channel
THINK YOU OWN THE EMERGENCY
CHANNEL

Responding to calls for
assistance and
emergencies
When answering a call, be brief, courteous, and repeat back all information
given by caller to ensure correctness.
Action your call by passing the information given to the respective Emergency Agency/Motoring Organisation/
Garage.
Answering a call:"Roger (Callers Call Sign) this is THAMES
MONITOR Station 3 can we be of assist·
ance"
Completing a call:"(Callers Call Sign) this is THAMES MONITOR Slation 3, clear and Monitoring"

6

Reponer to warn
oncoming trallic if
possible. Transmit
warning on local Trallie
Channel
NB: a detailed repon 01 problem will enable Police to send correcl assistance quickly.

10) ROAD DIRECTIONS Destination, Location

POLICE LOCAL
STATION

Acknowledge breakdown
reported. Traffic d!reclion
should NOT be
undenaken.

Not Required

MOVE TO NON
EMERGENCY CHANNEL.
Give required Information

POLICE -alsoAMBULANCE if
injuries

Reporter to keep clear.
lollow at sale distance if
suspects decamp.
(11 prolonged reporting
Invell/ed move to Non
Emergency Cluinne~

""".
t t) CRIME IN
PROGRESS. CRIME
REPORT.
DISTURBA.NCE.

Location. Number of
persons. Description of
Crime and description of
persons. Direction 01
trayel and yehicle
descriPtion.

12) GAS LEAKING

Location. extent olleal<,
GAS BOARD
Iype 01 Building/premises EMERGENCY
CONTROL 'alsoLOCAL POLICE'

Reporter to slay al safe
distance, il leak indoorsyentilate - open doors &
windows. 8ltlngulsh all
naked lights. 00 NOT
SMOKE - warn others.

LIFE ENDANGERED.
t 3) Lost on Mountain.
Moors or Pot-Hole
Mine emergency.

Locatlon. number and
descflption of persons
equipment carried. time
last seen. advised
destlnation and ETA.

Reponer to remain at last
known locallon 01 lost
persons. maintain
IIstemng watch on
Emergency Channel. DO
NOT INITIATE SEARCHor more persons will be
Iosl.

POLICE (will
initiate Search &
Rescue. and
Involve respeC'!we
Emergency
Agency; EG RAF
Rescue Mine
Rescue/Mootain
Rescue Teams

NOTE: If is obvious that all emergencies and ocx:urences cannot becovered, and yoor LOCAL POLICE
STATION WIll always help or advise 'or any other eyentuallly.
a)

COASTGUARD willlnforrn respective Emergency Agency (ie Lileboat. RAF Rescue TealT\, Cliff
Rescue Team, and co-ordinate such)
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Emergency Monitoring
Station Equipment
A good Emergency monitoring Station
should contain all the necessary equipment for dealing with requests for help
and assistance, for your guidance most
items are listed below, but needs will
vary based upon local conditions.
a) Base Transceiverwith Omni-directional
dipole Antenna.
b) Back-up/Reserve Transceiver with
separate Antenna.
c) Emergency Channel Receiver only,
with separate Antenna.
d) Telephone Land Line.
e) Large Display map of Monitored Area
f) Detailed Street Map of Monitored
Area
g) Full Telephone list comprising numbers for Fire Police & Ambulance,
including Local Stations, Vetjnary
Surgeon, Motoring Organisations,
Garages (especialy 24 Hrs Petrol &
Services), All Local Hospitals, Chemists
(especially Duty Rota) and Private
Ambulance Services, Red Cross and
St John Ambulance Units, Local
Councils (Especially their Emergency
24 Hr Control centre). Gas & Electricity
Emergency Centres.
hi Log Book/Log Sheets for entry of all
Calls received
i) Local Telephone Directories & Trade
Directories
j) A good supply of writing instruments
k) First Aid Manual"

I) 24 Hour Clock
m) Code Sheet of accepted abbreviations
- 10 Code, 12 Code & Q Code (for
reference only)
** It is obviously of great benefit if an
Emergency Monitor Operator is in possession of a current First Aid Certificate, as a
high percentage of Emergency calls from
experience are medical emergencies, and
a few knowledgeable words could save a
life: Contact your local St John/Red Cross
Unit for their next course - NOW!

Types of Emergency
Calls Received
At this stage we can only base our
anticipation of the type of call we are likely
to receive on experience gained bycurrent
USA Monitors, these being:1) Road Traffic Accident
2) Medical Emergency
3) Disable Vehicle blocking Traffic
4) Disable Vehicle not blocking Traffic
5) Dangerous, careless or reckless Driver
6) Traveller Assistance
7) Criminal Acts
8) Fires
9) Miscellaneous.

I offer these notes to organisations
and fellow CBers who are looking forward
to establishing an EMERGENCY
CHANNEL MONITOR, as soon as legislation will allow, in the meantime, practice

ACRYLIC V-NECK SWEATERS
BELTS - PLEASE STATE WAIST
PLEASE STATE QUANTITY & LOGO. MEASUREMENT AND QUANTITY
BLACK
RED
PLAIN'
SIZE
A B CAB C SIZE BLACK I BROWN INATURAL

I--:S~j~3,!:6

-f-';I-+-+-+-+-1

your radio procedure, it might feel a bit
foreign or stiff upper lip after all that 10-4
Good Buddy verba Is, but it is the only
efficient system if we all spealdhe same
language.
To those of you who are already 'on
channel', please, if you hear a fellow
CBer call a 10-33, cease all communication immediately. and only answer the
caller if he is unable to raise a Base
Station.

I

ANTlOUED FINISH

I I

t--';~'7:4,,3~:'-t-+--t--t--t-+-ISIZEIBROWN NAVY RED IGREEN
t x"'L-:j'742""j7:4C"4+-+-+-+-t-HHondles Req.

In the next article I will detail training
programmes, record and log sheets for
monitor stations, and a transcript of an
actual 10-33. In the meantimeioin REACT
UK, St John Ambulance and/or Red Cross
and commence collecting all those important telephone numbers for your
EMERGENCY CHANNEL MONITORING
STATION.
All the high numbers,
Mike Newbold
THE MEDICMAN.

I enclose cheque/P.O. for L=::-c:-:-::-:---,::-;-

made payable 10 C. J. AGENCIES. 59 Burton Rd.
caoo·in·the·EIms. Burtoo...·Trent. Tel. 0283 761119
Signature

Name
Address

Date.....

_
_

Childrens' details on re uesl.
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TO: KNIGHT CB SPECIALISTS, 201 DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON, BEDS.
Please send me the following items:
1.

NAME
[ADDRESS

2.

[

_

[

_

3.
Use sepiI,ale sheel,f necessary
Please allow up 1021 clays fOI delivery.

SIGNATURE

8

TOTAL (
---

_

_
_

I enclose Cheque/P.G. Payable to
KNIGHTCBSPECIALlSTSfor£
I wish to pay by BARCLAYCARD 0 ACCESS
Card No I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

~~

0
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Notional
Ten Four
Day
THE 1981 CB SHOW

At The Heathrow Hotel, Heathrow Airport. April 10th, 11th & 12th.

*

This is the month . ..
Don't miss it ... April 10th, 11 th & 12th.

We started to tell our readers about the Ten Four
1981 CB Show way back in December, so you certainly
have no excuse if you miss this one.
Some readers will remember me making a comment,
something in the region of "You never know you could
even see a legal rig at the Show", followed by a further
comment, namely "No don't laugh you never know".
Well with the recent announcement that CB is to be
made legal on 27MHz FM and 930 FM, I am sure that
some enterprising manufacturers will be endeavouring

to unwrap just that, but before we go further remember
the month.

Last Chance
There is, for those readers who have picked up their
copy of CBRM promptly and who haven't already done
so, a last chance to book their club discounts or free

*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*

Club discount of up to 90% off the admission fee (if
booked in advance) Don't delay book today.
FREE admission to coach parties of 25 oroverfrom
90% areas as indicated on discount map opposite.
FREE coach parking for clubs and parties.
FREE CB Sticker with admission.
FREE drink with admission (alcoholic of course).

WIN a side band rig or a voucher for a legal FM rig if
you travel to the show from furthest away on that
day and can prove it.
OVER £2,000 worth of prizes on offer from one
exhibitor ,alone.
(for further details see this issue rear page)

Spot prizes and competitions each day.
Ten Four Show special Discount prices on selected
items by exhibitors.
Licenced Bar and full restaurant service at the
Heathrow Hotel.
Ample parking either at the Hotel or in the close
vicinity.

*

admission.

*

FREE entry to daily draw, a side band rig or a
voucher for a legal FM rig when available.

*

WIN A FREE HOLIDAY weekend for 4, May 8th,
9th and 10th at "Perran Sands Holiday Village"
advertised as the "Eyeball of the Year", organised
by the 21 Breakers Club and called the First
National Jamboree (further details at the show).
FREE Balloons and y, price admission for the baby
breakers.

. All oilers and prues are $ubjecr 10 8vailabiltty

The Heathrow Hotel is situated near enough to
London to allow access to the city for an evening out, yet
tar enough away trom the city's traffic to allow easy
access. See you at the show.
JOH

I

~

Interior searing at the exhiblfion.

10

li

The main entronce of The Heorhrow HOlel showing coach access.
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Club

Discount
Map
National
Ten Four Day
Discount
Club discount is available la all clubs
booking and paying for their tickets in
advance. Simply locate your area and
read off percentage discount as shown,
then add to your discount depending on
the Quantity of members wishing 10
attend from the table below toa maximum
of 90%, then deduct this figure from the
£: 1.00 admission lee.
25lickels and over Discount as shown on
map for your area
50 tickels and over Plus 5%
on
75
Plus 10% discount
100
Plus 15% shown
125
Plus 20%
for
150
Plus 25%
your
200
Plus 30%
area

MAXIMUM DISCOUNT AVAILABLE ON
ANY AREA OR QUANTITY 90% FREE
ADMISSION (WITH ADVANCE BOOK·
ING) TO COACH PARTIES OF 25 OR
OVER FROM 90%AREAS.I.E.IRELAND,
SCOTLAND, ISLE QF WIG HT, ETC.
- FREE COACH PARKING FACILITIES
AT THE HOTELCHEQUES OR P.O:, TO,
CD RADIO MAGAZINE.
DRITISH DREAKER PRODUCTIONS.
TUDOR WORKS. DEACONS~ElD ROAD.
HAYES. MIDDX.

ADMISSION £1.00 ON THE DAY
1/2 PRICE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 14

"THE 1981 CB SHOW"

CLUB DISCOUNT AVAILABLE ONLY BY ADVANCE
BOOKING.
9.30 a.m. - 8.30 p.m.
SHOW OPEN:
FRI/SAT
10.00 a.m. - 4.30 p.m.
SUN

DOOK NOW
FOR YOUR CLUO DISCOUNT
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Dealing with
Interference
Problems
by EA Rule - Part 1
In this series of articles it is intended to deal with as
many aspects of the radio interference problems that
arise between a Transmitter and nearby electronic
equipment as possible. Let it be said right at the
beginning, THERE IS NOT ONE MAGIC CURE that will
solve all your problems over night. Each case must be
examined and its own individual cure or cures found. We
shall be drawing on the vast amount of data which has
been obtained by radio amateurs the world over, often
after many hours of careful investigation, frustrations
and expense.

The Social Aspects
When a complaint is received of interference it should
be dealt with in a polite manner and as quickly as
possible. The ideal method is to have a 'third party' act
as go-between. Radio clubs are well advised to form an
'Interference Committee' consisting of the best technical
brains in the club and one or at the most two, of these
members acting as the go-between in cases of interference. By having a 'go-between' the self interest of
each party is avoided and the reasons for the problems
can be examined by the facts alone. It would do no good
at all for the transmitting member to tell a neighbour
who has perhaps just spent £300 plus on TV or audio
equipment that it's his equipment that's to blame as he
would only retort that it's ok until you transmit!! Such
conversations do not solve the problem ~ut only sour
relationships between othenwise good neighbours. A
third party is in a position to sympathise with both
parties.

After receiving a complaint about interference, CLOSE
DOWN, until you have at least made sure that your own
house is in order. When a neighbour complains that you
are (for example) coming through on his TV, it is very
nice to be able to show him that yours is ok while you are
transmitting and therefore prove that at least you are
not transmitting on the same waveband!! Quite a few
people will believe that you are simply because they do
not understand the technicalities. Do not offer any
explanation there and then but suggest that you will
look into the matter, ask for details of what interference
he is getting, first check the times that it happens, were
you transmitting at that time?, is it on all TV channels, is it
on picture and sound or only one, if you are on good
terms suggest that you run some tests to find out just
where the problem is. We shall deal with the type of
tests later, but the initial reaction should be one that
shows that you are interested in helping solve the
problem, also if possible, find out what the viewing limes
are and STAY OFF during these times until the problem
has been solved. Check with other neighbours, are they
getting any problems? Do not try to hide, there is
noth;ng worse than suffering from interference for
weeks on end before finding out who is causing it,
because you are more than likely to start off on the
wrong foot at best and suffer a punch up at worse!

Putting your own house in order
The very first thing that must be done is to ensure that
every item of electronic equipment in your own house
can be used while you are transmitting without any form

fig.1; Typical inslollorion

coax cable to aerial

Transmftter

12

'"ii'if

'"
cl

Low pass Filter

I

t""

SWR meter
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of interference. If you can transmit with no interference
to your own electronic equipment, you are 90% of the
way towards not having any problems with your neighbours either. Start off by ensuring that the complete
transmitting station is correctly installed and that the
aerial system is correctly matched. The aerial used for
tri\nsmitling should not be close to any other equipment
and idealiy should be OUTSIDE well in the clear of all
other aerials or wires. Indoor aerials are a sure way to
get interference problems. Do not run your feeder cable
close to other wiring and avoid sharp bends in the down
iead from the aerial to the transmitter. Do not use a
'mains earth' for the transmitter aerial/earth system. If
possible always use a 'balanced transmitting aerial
system'. A low pass filter should be fitted in the transmitter aerial feeder close to the transmitter to prevent
harmonics getting into the aerial system. The block
diagram fig. 1 shows a typical layout for a transmittmg
station.
Apart from the basic transmitter and microphone plus
an aerial that ali stations will have, it is important that a
lowpass filter is used in the aerial feeder system. This
filter will greatly reduce any harmonics that may still be
present in the transmitter output and as a result will
greatly reduce the chances of interference from this
source. However, a lowpass filter will only work correctly
if the aerial system is correctly matched, an odd length
of wire is just asking for trouble. The aerial system
should be installed with good quality low loss feeder
cable and have a properly matched aerial connected to
it. Do not run the feeder alongside a TV down lead. The
actual transmitter aerial should be well clear of all other
metal objects or wires, including loft water tanks etc.
Most of this is of course just common sense. The field
strength radiated from an aerial falls off inversely to the
square of the distance. In plain language, if you double
the distance between the aerial and some other object

, , , , , . '-nu-'

j

,

(TV aerial) the signal will have dropped to a quarter of its
original value and reduce the chances of interference
by a factor of four. A high aerial well in the clear is far less
likely to Introduce interference than a iow one, or worse
still, an indoor one.
So far we have only deali with interference in broad
general terms. Next month we shall start looking inlo
actual practical ways of solving some of the problems.
However, just a brief word about Hi-Fi before we close.

Hi-Fi Equipment
In almost every case of interference to Hi-Fi equipment it is the Hi-Fi equipment that is at fault, however
this is no reason to feel that it's no concern of yours. The
writer can assure you that rereasing 50 plus 50 watts of
stereo SSB in the early hours of a Sunday morning is no
way to keep on good terms with ones neighbours!! The
most common cause of this problem is the transmitter
signal being picked up on loudspeaker leads or input
leads to the amplifier. This aspect of the interference
problem will be dealt with, in some detail later but
although there are certain things that can be done
external to the Hi-Fi system, most cures involve work on
the internal working parts of the system and such work
should only be carried out if you are prepared to accept
the responsibility for the equipment for evermore.
Most manufacturers will offer advice in such cases
but do not undertake modifications to other peoples
equipment unless you really do know what you are
doing, otherwise it could prove very expensive indeed.
Fitting filters to the transmitting system is unlikely 10
have any effect on Hi-Fi interference problems. Keeping
the transmitter and/or aerial well away from the Hi-Fi isa
help and very often will effect a cure. Reducing power
and/or using FM instead of AM or SSB will also help.

I , ' • , , I , ' , I I I , , \ \ ' ) j 1 , , I I ,
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36' 0116 gauge wire to give you FULL WAVE performance
-1000 Watt power rated
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Readers Write
Dear JOH,
Knowing full well that some of your mosl

avid readers are probably from the Radio
Regulatory Department of our rather tepid
Home Office. I thought I would relay to
them, through our magazine the contents of
a conversation I had the other evening with
a registered Radio Amateurwho is a RSGB
(Radio Society of Great Britain) member.
It appears that the inevitable has happened
inasmuch as many CB enthusiasts have left
27 MHz behind and have moved up onlo
the Amateur 2 metre band on 144-156
MHz. The equipment is easily obtainable
Irom almost any Amateur Radio Shop, no
questions asked at all. and the illegal CBers
are apparently buying the la lest copy of
'Shortwave' Magazine and selecing any call·
sign mentioned on its pages, and they are
virtually undetectable. There are no illegalities in installing. or purchasing this equipment, the antennas are virtually identical
with normal commercial radiotelephone
bands. and you are only for the high-jump if
you are physically caught with your finger
on the button!, so there is also minimal risk.
Whilst the equipment is slightly dearer
than 27 M Hz rigs. it is far superior, and
repeaters are available throughout the
country.
Unless our beloved Home Office moves.
and I mean move, I can see a mass exodus
away from the skip prone noisy 27 MHz toa
crystal clear 2 metres, sorry Amateurs but it
will happen!
NOWTHERE ISONE ENORMOUS CRUNCH
FOR THE HOME OFFICE:
British 2 metre band runs from 144to 146
MHz, but much USA imported equipment
for their Amateur band is 144 to 148 MHz,
so exactly what has the Home Office allocated on 146-148 M Hz?? a part of the
spectrum which whilst illegal to use in this
country is Amateur Band in USA, and so is
available on USA equipment freely available
in this Country? I'm no mentioning any
names, but my little friends in Blue who
drive turquoise cars won't be impressed at
all, and men with yellow helmets who drive
red vehicles with blue lights will find their
base 'link' equipment suffering from sheer
ignorance of illegal users.
I saw my first warning letter to the Home
Office in 1974 just laughed off, now we
already have a totally uncontrollable situation on 27 MHz. with a national security
problem looming in respect of illegal 2
metre use, need I say more??
THS MEDIC MAN

Dear CB Radio,
I would like to put the record straight on
interference. In Crawley, where I live, Hospital Bleep Systems work on 31 MHz and
have never been interfered with by CB, nor
has any other Hospital equipment, this is on
very good authority. Also ambulance personnel, who shall remain nameless informed
me that their frequency is dropping down in
line with police and fire on the V.H.F. band
and the new aerial will soon be installed on
the Hospital roof. Seems likea 101 of changes
are taking place, perhaps the Iron Maiden
may yet give us 27 MHz. It was alleged at

14

the last meeting oIC.U.B.A.(Crawley United
Breakers Assoc.) that someone with a big
burner had operated in close proximity to
Crawley Fire Stn. You always get one 10-1
turkey don't you!
10-10 do it again, we're down, we're clear,
we're gone.
BLUE DOLPHIN
Dear Sirs,
I find I must reply to MG Leicester. The
experience in the USA is that mobile CB
users make police patrols more effective.
Constantly re-sited patrol cars have the
effect of being an even greater deterrent
and even better value for money. Police
patrols are to deter the wirley weavers
(drunks and speed kings) and render assistance at accident sites. They only prosecute
offenders who are too stupid to observe the
highway traffic acts.
If a channel for emergency only, was set
up it would be even beller in accidents, as
some moron has usually vandalised roadside telephones.
So the CB users are not kidding nor art.
they undermininQ the police.
As other writers comment, Europe and
the States have legalised CB.
The only reason against CB is 10 prop up
the obsolete British electrical industry, and
not help them to produce shoddy obsolete
goods at extortionate prices.
And deny freedom of speech. No copy yet
but soon.
BIG FOOT (NOIIS)
Dear Ed,
I would like to say in response to the leller
you have printed about "What frequency?"
especially the one from Mack the Hack
(London) issue 7. Yes VHF wouJd be great!
Nicesized equipment. Noscreeching bleeping etc. Yes fine. But if we had been given
this frequency 18 months ago then there
would not be an estimated 500,000 27 MHz
rigs in use in this country today.
All I can say is that the longer the government delay giving us a frequency then the
harder it is going to be for them to wipe out
27 MHz Breakers (presuming it will not be
on 27 MHz).
I personally fight for27 MHz I admit it isn't
the best frequency in the world, but when I
wanted a CB like everybody else I had no
alternative, so unless the government give
us 27 MHz then they're going to have one
hell of a job to wipe it out.
10-4.
T.T. Steel City
Dear Sir,
Early last summer a fellow pirate "The
Dealer" and myself were working together
at a holiday Park in North Wales. I was by
the reception office when Dealer came
through on my rig saying that someone had
fallen from a cliff at the far side of the park.
The ambulance was called and the next
message I got was to send down some
blankets and bandages as the man was
bleeding badly from a head wound. Not

being too happy atlhe sight of blood, someone else delivered these whilst I went about
another job. The drive to the park is very
narrow and only wide enough for one car,
and with the holiday traffic it could take a
long time for an ambulance to get to the
injured man, so using another advantage of
CB,1 managed to make sure the drive was
free from traffic and waited at the entrance
to direct it to where the injured man was.
The first to arrive was Smoky, followed a few
minutes later by the ambulance who had a
clear run through 10 where the accident
was. Luckily it was not as bad as it first
looked, although he had fallen about 40
loot.
All the time neither Dealer nor, myself
used handles or code as it would have been
silly in that situation, and although Smoky
must have heard me radio through that the
ambulance was on its way, Dealers window
being wide open and the rig full on, nothing
was said, hopefully because without theCS
many minutes could have been lost and if
things had been worse maybe a life.
We gone, we down, Byeee
HANDYMAN
Good Buddies,
There was I, poor Robin Hood, chatting on
my rig feeling good, just sitting on the side
ratchet jawing, but a rotlen bear thought I
was boring. He pulled alongside, said hello,
so Jwent 10·10 said oh no, I then got told I
was breaking the law, 27MHz is for you no
more. He then swiped my rig which made
me ill, took me to court and gave me a bill,
100 green stamps it did read, that was
something I didn't need, so I brought it
along to the club, said to you "Can you give
me a sub? cause I'd been busted, that
wern't fair, alii want is to be back on the air".
4 sure, 4 sure you said to me, paid my fine
most generously, so here am I, on channel
once more, I thank YQu greatly on that
score, on that note I'll sit on the side, thank
you again, I'm gone bye bye.
ROBIN HOOD
Dear Editor,
Being a Lady breaker I am speaking for
myself and several other local girls. We just
had 10 have a say about this awful name
we've been given of "Seat Cover". As it was
probably a male CB'er that invented this we
would like to get hold of him!!! There are Iwo
ways of describing us at the moment, one is
an XYL a wife which is very acceptable, and
one which we would be pleased to answer
to. If you're just a girl friend you're called a
seat cover, which is most disturbing, it
sounds as though we're something dirly
which needs 10 be taken off occasionally
and washed. So come on lads, let's have
you male breakers find something better
than this. Why can't the unattached girl be
the YL, while the wife is the XYL.lf you don't
change i1, we will.
A RUTLAND REGISTERED LADY BREAKER
WE APOLOGISE FOR THE RESTRICTED
READERS WRITE THIS MONTH DUE TO
THE POLITICAL SITUATION.
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CALLING ALL C.B. ENTHUSIASTS
Wholesale prices direct to the public
Compare Our Prices with Other Retail Shops
FREE ADVICE TO ANY BREAKERS
WITH TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

COMPLETE BEGINNERS KIT
EXlTa 5pecial 40 challnel CB

Co-axial RG58U •••••••.•• 22p per metre
Co-axial RG8 ••••••••.•••• sap per metre
K40 Powermikes
£29.70
Turner Powermikes ••••••.•••••• £19.25
Cheap Powermikes from .•.•..•. £ 5.75
Extension Speakers ••••••••••••• £ 4.50
Burners from ..........•.......... £23.00
Slide Mounts
£ 3.75

disguised aerialll'ilh spliller box,
pateh lead. SWR meter. ami big
dummies guide 10 CB
[87.50. mail order a.'Qj/oble.

QUICK REPAIR SERVICE AVAILABLE
48 HOURS

Pre-amp

Telephone:
Chelmsford 87698

Full Range
Firestik Antenna
Rigs always in stock
& FM Switches Available
Viceroys Midland, Sharp.
Ham Int. Major, Highgain
5's, President, Adams, Fanon
Fan/airs, Formal 120's,
Tirs/ar 747's Concordes

C\. JUST
GIVE
U
)r--- - - US
--

£14.95

Complete suppression kit .....• £11.95

PL259

£ 0.55

DV27

£ 4.50

MS 264'5 & 610'5 disguised
aerials •••••••••••••.•.....•..•.•
Hirshman (with Splitter) ........
PA Horns ••••••• , •..•..•••........
SWR Meters
Splitter, Box ••••••••• , •• , •. , ..•.•.
CB Receiver .•......•..........•..

£23.50
£17.50
£ 5.25
£ 6.99
£: 6.00
£ 9.25

COMPUTER PHONE
Calculator. alarm, re-dial, digital readout
.................................. £134
FREEDOM PHONE
Various models
£112
FLIP PHONES
£28.00
NOVELTV PHONES ••••••••••• FROM £28.00·~_C"--.1l
CONVI DECO PHONES ....... FROM £28.95
MEMORY PHONE 31 numbers, auto dial
........................................ FROM £55.00
Phone for our Free Demonstration in your own home or of/ice

A CALL

-...

1&1

Z

o
%
a.

1&1

....

HIRE SERVICE AVAILABLE
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
FOR OFFICES
Please 'phone for full details

1&1
to- L...-

..J

CHELMER
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
50 DUKE STREET, CHELMSFORD. TEL. 87698 & 351359
MONDAY - SATURDAY - 10-6pm SUNDAY - 10-1 pm (Late night Thursday till8pm)
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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The London
Demonstration
The St. Valentines Demonstration
Firstly we must apologise to the organisers, the North Cotswold CB Club, unfortunately we're only able 10 give their

demo one page of coverage. The truth of
the matter being that as they successfully arranged the biggest CB demo ever
to take place in London, with a turnout of
1,800 plus, they do deserve more.
The demonstrators assembled at
Speakers Corner, Hyde Park, the now
familiar CS' ers starting place. Originally
it was intended to proceed to No. 10 and
return to Hyde Park for a rally. but eventually the organisers gave way to the
police request 10 follow the same route
as other CB marches and disperse near
the Thames.
The Ashfield Breakers actually carried
a dummy rig measuring some eight foot
by six as their banner. Infact banners
galore were on display, this could have
been due to the prize that was up for
grabs, namely a silver cup. This was to be
presented by JOH from this magazine,
but as he was on assignment in Europe
(more like skiing in Austria) I had to give
the cup away, and what was worse, choose
the winner! That proved to be hard as
one of the best banners was in fact the
North Cotswold. Obviously they couldn't
except their own lrophy so with them out
of the running it came down to a choice
between three other brilliant banners,
the 8 x 6 fool dummy rig, the F.B.1.
(Friendly Breakers Incorporated) and the
Northampton Breakers. The prize went
10 the latter for their bright red banner,
one of two large banners backed up by
hand held posters carried by all their
members. With the trophy presented,
Bowler Hat (Alan Scolt) the chairman of
the NCBC, said a few words thanking
them all for the turnout. He was then
followed by Micky Mouse (Scott Lewis)
their PR man who insisted on reciting a
poem:

Lead by Buzby
Banners were once again held aloft as
the march got underway lead by a mini
with a somewhat large effigy of Buzby
perched on its roof, this was stuffed with
over 2000 signatures demanding 27MHz
AM be legalised Now! Chanting at the
top of their voices the breakers went
down Marble Arch through Piccadilly
Trafalgar Square and on towards Waterloo Bridge. Pausing only briefly on the
way to hand the huge Buzby into NO.1 O.
Unfortunately the Iron Lady was not in,
although no one really minded as thu...
security guard accepted the petition and
assured the organisers that Mrs T would
receive it okay!
A good turnout was put in by quite a
few London based clubs which I must
say was pleasing to see, naturally our old
friends from South Birmingham were

present, they must have a pretty close
100% attendance record by now!
Well done the North Cotswold Citizens
Band Radio Club and on their behalf
thankyou to all who turned up.
Here are some of the clubs that came
up and said helJo:IBC (Sunbury Middlesex) M.O.B. (Maidenhead,
Berks) Roman City Breakers (Colchester) L.eB.
(Leicester) C.RAB.S. (High Wycombe) $.L.O.B.S.
(Slough BUCkS.) B.BA (BracknelJ) H.B.C.
(Hoddeston) B.C.B.C. (Suffofk) A.B.c. (Shepper·
ton) s. T.S. (Reading) CB.A. (Reading) T. V.s.
(Reading) F.B.I. (Ashford Middx) Sandwell
Breakers (South Wales, Cheesey Breakers
(South Wales, S.B.C.B.C. (South Birmingham)
Gwent Valley Breakers (Wales) Middlesex
Breakers BA T.S. Northfield 20 Club (Birmingham) East Arch Breakers Club, Shanty Town
Breakers Sugar Town Breakers WLaC. (Southall
Middx) and of course the North Cotswold CB
Radio Club.
CER

Good morning to you, good morning indeed . ..
All here are the breakers this campaign it needs
Our motives our aims in common we share
We want nomore hassle from Smoky the bear ..
So we'll go to the PM with petition in hand.
Perhaps then she'll give us our Citizens Band ..
All we want is a licence for freedom of speech ..
We're sure that these things, they're not out 01
reach.

Every breaker present laughed at the
final lines of the poem as they read
"We're here up in arms, protesting again"
... "Bugger the rest, they're only a pain".
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IN 25 YEARS •••
WE'VE NEVER BEEN OUTDISTANCED.

antenna specialists brand CB antennas • • •
• Highest quality materials and workmanship • Meet highest performance standards - VSWR 1.5: 1
or better. all models • Same professional quality materials, designs and workmanship found in A/S
police and professional antennas • Reference for all gain figures - 1/4 wave ground plane

SUPER SCORPION
M2000
~~~

•

Precision machine ground tapered whip has less air resistance and less

pallern distortion due IGwhlp bending. Highest quallly 17-7 PH stainless sleel
un be ben I lull circle and sllll snip back 10 perfect vertlcall
• True sialic ball !Jp lor UMUltUOUS dlnlplllon of wInd slllle bund up and
Ius Moinl
• full 50-Inch nldlator surface far mulmum flnge. VSWR 1.5:1 or bailer
tram channels 1 10 40 without lonlng,

poaWn eleclriCJI
and mechanical connection. Instant dfsconnecl with Ihe twist 01 a lmr.
• Tap grade sliver mica lraRsmilling capacitor lor consistently lower VSWR
•

Aalenna Specialists' LEVERLOK" quick relme. FInn,

under extremes of humidity and temperature.
• Stainless sleel shock spring absorbs blows from branches and garage
doors.
• Sliver-plated phosphorous bronze spring conlacts. The superior hIgh
Irequency efficiency 01 pure sUm. Plus spring conlacls mure poslllwe
continuity lar years.
• Guarlnteed sallslactlan wilh 5-yur limited wmanty PLUS lifetime coli
burnoul wananly.

Specifications
Model
Whip
....
VSWR
Cable ..
Canneclor
Mounl
Tot,l Helgbt

M2000
Tapered 17-7 PH slain less sleeL Full 60" length.
1.5:1 or beller, Channels I Ihrough 40.
RG-58U, 17' with In-line Ph" dla.J mlnlahtre connector.
Pl-259.
Trunk lid. no holes or real mODnl 1%" holel.
65".

M2000

CB5000
CB/AM/FM OISGUlSE ANTENNA. 5 ucllan focklng lelescoplc. Dlplner
preloned. Fine tuning only required. Power rallnl 50w. (Tbe replacemeal lor
Ih. M610).

Plus alllhe alher popular models, MS264, M125, MR440. 'STAROUSTER
M400. MIGHT MAGHUM M227 .Ie.

I
R

II

'SKINNY MINNIES'
ASC 550 . 556
Features
• Available In 7 colms "Skinny Mlnnle" IIbre glm whip. manufactured
only by MS 10 proresslonal standards lar opllmum reliabllily. long HIe.
• Solid brass cannecllons 1mbedded In base. Can'l break or shake loose.
• True % wave professional design lor best poulble fibre glass performance.

Specifications
Models
Whip
VSWR
Connector
Mount

ASC 550 10 556.
3'. 4' & 5' fibre glm, % wm.

1.5:1. all 40 channels.
Pl-259.
.. Fils any %" - 24 thread.

Total Helghl ."

52".

ORIGINAL TELEPHONE TYPE
M.125
World's most copied CB antenna! Standard of the industry.
designed and constructed exacliy like our lo-band police
antennas.
Features
• HIgh·ellfclency ban load design. with walerprool loading coli and maunl
lar maximum reliability.
• 17·7 PH slalnless sleel /Iinnl grade mllablellaper ground far reslflenc¥
and low wind ruislance. Bends full circle wJlhaullaking a sel
• Sialic ball lip lor less noise.
• Slalnless slul shock spring minimizes damage from obslrucllons.
• Ample 17' COil cable wllh allached cnnneclor.
• Mounls securelV and easily on any lIal melal surface. Walerprool design.
Requires 3AI" hole.

M·125

Specifications
Model
Whip
VSWR . . . . . . ..
Cable
Connector .•...
Mount
Total Hel,ht

I~

MRI25
17-7 PH slalnless slullaper ground.
1.5: I or beller. channels 1·40.
17' RG58U cauill.
Pl-259.
3riI" hole maunl
47".

IFYOU WANT THE BEST LOOK FOR THE 'STRIPES OF QUALITY'
Available from:
Mura Electronics. 79 Church Road. Hendon. London NW4. 01-203 5277/8
Hobby Communications. 111 West Wycombe Rd. High Wycombe, Bucks. 0494-447093
Wintjoy Limited. 103 High Street. Shepperton. Middx. 093-2248145
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CB"'I'I\).\5 ~r ER
CITIZENS BAND EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

THE NORTH & MIDLANDS MAIN DISTRIBUTOR
CB RADIO ACCESSORIES HUNDREDS OF
BASE & MOBILE ANTENNAS, BURNERS, SWR, PRE-AMPS,
POWER SUPPLIES, SPLlTTERS, T. V.I., P.A.'s, ETC. ETG. ETG.

c:S'~eau'

'It

TELEX"

I·

K4Q

IMPORT-EXPORT WHOLESALE & RETAIL DIST.
ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS, FRIENDL Y SERVICE AND FREE ADVICE.
SEND £1.50 inc. P&P FOR COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED CB MASTER CATALOGUE.
CONTINENTAL, JAPANESE & BRITISH MOTOR FACTORS

AUTO·ELECTRICAL & FUEL INJECTION SPECIALISTS

. -

SmITHSOnS(FW&'::sJlTD. ::i

UTTOXETER ROAD LONGTON STOKE-ON-TRENT Tel: (0782) 315123/4/5 & 311215
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The Adjournment
Debate
Citizens Band was discussed in detail in this the second adjournment debate. This debate took the form
of a penultimate discussion playing a major role in bringing forward the announcement which finally
came on February the 26th.
When a subject becomes controversial
as indeed CB/QC has, it is the right of
any member of parliament to call for an
adjournment debate to discuss and hopefully gain a(lswers from the Minister involved as to the present situation. By
tradition the debate lasts for thirty minutes
with the proposer speaking for the first
fifteen minutes and the minister answering in the latter fifteen. Noother members
are obliged to attend and thus it is possible that no points or comments may be
raised by other M.P.'s. However jf they
chose to remain as indeed with this
subject many did, then the debate can
often be lively. The following is a transcript of the adjournment debate called to
discuss Citizens Band or Open Channel.
. JOH
Motion made, and Question proposed,
That this House do now adjourn. Time
11.42pm on the 9th of February 1981.
Mr. Patrick Wall (Conservative MP
for Haltemprice): I know that citizens'
band radio is normally associated with
the motor car. It is, in fact, a hand-held
telephone with no wires. It has many
uses other than installation in motor
vehicles.
I first raised the question of the legalisation of this system in the House during
the time of the previous Government, but
they were clearly unwilling even to consider the matter. Aller the 1979 general
election, the Conservative Government
agreed in principle to freedom of the air,
although they sensibly entered the caveat
that this freedom should not interfere
with other people's freedom.
As a result, the parliamentary CB
committee was formed under my chairmanship and also a National Committee
for the Legalisation of CB Radio to coordinate numerous CB clubs and associations which represent over 100,000 CB
enthusiasts. Councillor Yard was the first
chairman of the national committee. He
has been succeeded by CouncillorTown.
At this stage, I should like 10 pay tribute
to the Minister of Slale, who has met
both committees whenever we wanted
to see him and who has been most
helpful and frank about the difficulties he
faces in legalising a CB system. However, I cannot understand why he insists
upon calling it Open Channel when the
general public, brought up on American
films and television, always refer to it as
CB radio.
There is a strong impression among
those interested in CB radio that the
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officials have opposed its introduction
and have been fighting a rearguard action
to prevent its legalisation Mrs. Peggy Fenner (Conservative
MP for Rochester and Chat ham): And
how!
Mr. Wall: -and have sought, if it is
legalised, to emasculate it as far as possible. This view is illustrated by a discussion
document that was made available last
year. (See issue 3 August GBRM) Incidentally, it was not obtainable from the
Stationery Office, which seems rather
• strange. The document was studiously
vague, except in advocating a frequency
of 928 MHz.

The view is further illustrated by a
meeting with Home Office officials on 18
December. That meeting was called lor a
time when it was known that the chairman
of the national committee would be out
of the country, as would its secretary, but
the secretary managed to change his
arrangements and attend the meeting."The meeting had been arranged in
response to a request made by Mr. Raison,
Mjnister of State, Home Office, on the
11 th December by a delegation from the
National Committee for the legalisation
of CB Radio (NCFL), for a discussion
meeting with Home Office engineers on
the technical merits of the delegation's
proposals. The basis for the discussion
was the National Committee's paper 'GB
Independence' ,. Proposing immediate
legalisation on 42 to 44 MHz, within the
Band 1 B/W 405 line TV transmission frequency, due to become vacant in 1984
with a total shut down by 1986.
The meeting made little progress in
discussing the national committee's proposals, which had been submitted in
detail 10 the Minister. It was confronted
with a barrage of reasons why the 41
MHz band should not be legalised. If my
Hon. Friend the Minister studies the
committee's proposals carefully, he will
see that in facl we proposed a frequency
of 42.608 to 43 MHz, with 16 channels,
and 43.694 t044 MHz, with 20channels.
We know that the frequency tested by
his officials - 41.5 MHz - causes interference, but we claim that on the frequencies to which I have just referred
the interference is minimal. It is clear
from the minutes that these frequencies
were never tested by his officials.

Panick Wolf the Conservative MP for Holtemprice has
been campaigning 10 see Citizens Dond legalised
here in Drirain. Pictured here ar the Trafalgar Square
P.ally. Some of thar enthusiasm con be clearly seen.

Near Gestapo Tactics
Mr. Wall: Perhaps I should say here
that the law is very muddled. As it stands,
one can purchase a CB set, but one
cannot install it, use it or import it. One
hopes that these rules will be changed in
the very near future.

In view of the statements made in the
House last week, I am bound to say that
some officials of the Post Office searching
for CB radios have adopted what amount
to near-Gestapo tactics, by demanding
entry at 2 am and virtually pulling a
house apart in search of an illegal set. I
have statements to the effect that the
attitudes adopted might have been suitable for a search for an enemy spy transmitter during the last war.
Mr. John Golding (Labour MP for
Newcastle-under-Lyme): Radio investigation officers, members of the Post
Office Engineering Union, will bitterly
resent the charge of using near-Gestapo
methods, when they have 10 enforce a
raw that has not yet been changed, after
representations from hospitals, lire
services and other users. They have been
put in an intolerable position, because
they have to enforce the law. Conserv·
ative Members who would have law and
order should do nothing other than to try
to persuade the Minister of State to
change the law to make it easier for
them.
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Mr. Wall: I am glad Ihat the Hon.
Gentleman intervened, because it was
he that I had in mind. Of course he is right
in saying that officials have to uphold the
law. What I am saying is that the way in
which they do it is not always in conformity with the normal practice. There
are two sides to every question. I shall
leave it at that. My Hon. Friend the Minister
will, quite rightly, defend his officials, but
it is only right that he and the House
should know that those interested in CB
radio have strong feelings on the matter
- as undoubtedly do the officials that the
hon. Gentleman represents in his trade
union.

The Two Questions
Mr. Wall: With that background, I come
to the two basic questions that we have
to consider tonight. The first is the frequency to be allotted, and the second is
the timing of the legislation - or, rather,
the legalisation, because legislation is
not required.
There are three possible frequencies928 MHz, favoured by the Home Office,
42.8 to 44 MHz, favoured by the national
committee, and 27 MHz favoured by the
large mass of at present illegal operators.
In answer to a question in the House,
the Minister said: "We have been reviewing the possibility of introducing a service
on a lower frequency, in addition to one
around 930 MHz".

TImothy Rolson the Minlsler of Stote for the Home
Office. plcrured here leaving previous debole.

°

I take it that presupposes that either
42.8 MHz to 44 MHz or 27 MHz will be
legalised. I cannot see any other meaning
in that answer.
With regard to 928 MHz, the Minister
has admitted that the overwhelming
number of replies to his consultative
document were opposed to this frequency, largely because of the short
range in buitl·up areas and the expense
of UHF sets. I understand that the Europeans are studying an international automatic car telephone around that fre-
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quency, but it will obviously be some
time before the study is completed. France
recently rejected that frequency completely.
That leaves us with 41 MHz and 27
MHz. We are still in favour of the 41 MHz
band. We have submitted evidence to
show that, if properly tested, it causes
minimal interference and no danger to
health. Damage to health is possible on
the 928 MHz band, using 25 watts, compared with 8 watts on the lower band. We
need a range of about 10 miles or, 15
kilometres, and an automatic identification
device. It would clearly be of advantage
to Ihe manufacturers if the new frequency
was legalised.

It may be too late!
In 1973, it was estimated that CB radio
could provide work for 2,500 people and
would cover a market of about £45 million
a year. The Minister's main objection to
the 41 MHz frequency, other than interference, is that it would have to wait until
black and white television is phased out
in three years. That is not our understanding. We understand that the BBC
could almost immediately transmit black
and White television on four of its transmitters, leaving the fifth available for CB
users. That would also be in accord with
international agreements.
However, it may now be too late.
Eighteen months ago, the Minister was
warned that there were an estimated
30.000 illegal sets in this country, operating on 27 MHz. From the study of sales
of aerials and other accessories, we believe that that figure has now reached
250,000. The Minister warned that the
Governments of Australia and the Netherlands were opposed to that frequency
but were forced to legalise it because of
the large number of sets operating in
those countries. That is most unsatisfactory, and I fear that the same situation
will develop here.
We backed the Minister in opposing
27 MHz, but we warned him that if action
was not taken rapidly he would be forced
to legalise that frequency. The police
and the Post Office regulatory depart·
ment have rightly -I emphasise rightlyincreased the pressure against illegal
operators, and many police forces have
been too great. I understand that police
constables have been issued orders to
that effect.
This is an unsatisfactory situation, but
we must face facts. The question now to
be asked with regard to 27 MHz is whether
AM or FM should be legalised. Many
illegal sels that are operating in this
country today come from Japan or America, and they operate on 27 MHz AM.
Although AM causes television interference, it is clear that some sets will
continue to operate illegally whatever
decision we reach. That is one of the
reasons why the Citizens Band Association
now favours AM.
However, 27 MHz FM or CEPT PR 27
FM has now become virtually the official

European standard. West Germany has
legalised AM and FM. France. the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg have
legalised 27 FM. I understand that Ireland
is waiting for our decision. Although it will
be a great disappointment to many CB
users, the 27 FM frequency is virtually
the European standard, and it should
therefore be legalised in this country
as soon as possible. Those who have
bought illegal sets can hardly grumble if
this is done.
One of the objections to 27 MHz was
that it would affect model aircraft seriously.
I understand that they have now switched
to 35 MHz, so that objection is out of the
way. Should the Government decide to
legalise 27 MHz, I believe that they should
keep the 41 MHz band as a possible
European standard for the future. Users
will switch relatively easily from 27 M Hz
to 41 MHz. but they are unlikely to switch
to ultra-high frequency such as 928.
My final comment concerns the timing.
The question is when. Pressure grows
every day. There have been demonstrations. More and more sets are being
imported illegally, and more and more
sets are being used illegally. The position
can only get worse unless the Government act al once. The Minister said recently in the House: "We hope 10 be able
to announce our conclusions shortly".
I hope that "shorlly" means within the
next three months. This can only be in
the Government's and the country's
interest.
As regards the administration of a legal
system, I am authorised to say that the
national committee, the CB Association
and the clubs will give the Government
every possible assistance in administration. But let us have a final decision
before the second anniversary of the
1979 general election.
Time now 11.56 pm

Reassure the House of
a change
Mr. Tim Rathbone (Conservative MP
for Lewes): I am grateful, Mr. Deputy
Speaker, for being allowed to support my
hon. Friend the Mf!mber for Haltemprice
(Mr. Wall). I add my own thanks to the
Minister for his consideration of the whole
question of citizens' band radio. which is
in stark contrast to the attitude of his
Labour predecessor, who greeted every
request for consideration of this subject
with a negative response.
The Minister only has to think about
the number of hon. Members present to
lislen to the debate - an unprecedented
number for an Adjournment debate - to
understand the importance which is
attached to it, and this is matched by the
numbers of people outside the House
phySically this evening and outside the
House at other times during the rest of
the year.
I fear the Minister has to do battle with
his officials in the Hon :l I1ffice, who have
taken too negative an b:titude over the
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"TEACH YOURSELFC.B."

GOT YOUR EARS ON?
DO YOU COPY?

(A BRITISH GUIDE TO C.B. LANGUAGE)

SPECIAL '10·4 DAY'
DISCOUNT OF £2.75
ON STAND 2 AT
THE 1981 CB SHOW

[)on'! be a RUBBER· SANDER! DIscover the difference between
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d
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Telephone: (0632) 22331

Learn the colourful. crazy language of C.B. now
with this educational and entertaining casselle tape
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£ 5.99
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£ 9.95
£14.95
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SPECIAL OFFER ... SWR METER ... £7.95 C,O.D.
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041-8850330
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years to the allocation of a citizens' band
radio wavelength. The law against citizens'
band has been flouted for too long. When
any law is challenged in the way that this
law is challenged, a Government have
seriously to consider changing it.
I hope that the Minister will be
able to give the House some re·
assurance that that change in the
law is being considered by the
Government right now.

Time now 11.57 pm

There will be a legal OC

•

Mr. Timothy Raison (The Minister of
State, Home Office): I congratulate my
hen. Friend the Member for Haltemprice
(Mr. Wall) on raising this topic. I acknow·
ledge the leadership that he has given in
this matter.
As my hen. Friend said, it is just over a
year since we last had a similar short
debate on this subject, and a good deal
has happened in that time. In it, the
Government have moved from a position
of examining the issues to one of support
in principle; we have issued a discussion
document on our views, and seen an
extremely heavy public response to it;
and we are now close to reaching our
final decisions. Thus, while my hon. Friends
will not be surprised if I say that I cannot
tell them what those decisions are tonight, I can say that they will not be long
delayed.
There is, of course, no legal open
channel service now, but there will
be one, and I think that it will be noted
that it is a Conservative Governmentwho
will be taking this step.
Mr. Dennis Canavan (Labour MP for
West Stirlingshire): When?
Mr. Raison: I do not think that my hon.
Friend the Member for Haltemprice will
expect me to accept them. They have
worked extremely hard under our policy,
and I have no grounds for reproaching
them.
I have always thought that some of the
arguments about the advantages and
disadvantages of open channel orcitizens
band radio are sterile, or overstated. I
believe that a new service can and will be
helpful and enjoyable to many people,
just as I am certain that it will cause
problems and difficulties to others. But
personal freedom matters, and that is
the argument that we, as a Government,
have always found strongest.

The reasons for delay
Mr. Raison: I should like to explain
some of the reasons why our decision is
particularly difficult and has inevitably
taken time. Radio regulation is an extremely complicated business. World
conferences reach, byconsensus, broad
planning agreements designed to provide
as much protection as possible to services
of various kinds, and all administrations
have to work within these in their national
planning.
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The range of services to be protected
is enormous - not just broadcasting or
land mobile radio, of which open channel
is one form, but radar, maritime and
aircraft communications satellites, r1idio
astromony, radio links for passing digital
or analogue information, and hundreds
of ther applications.
We must remember that radio transmissions can be a source of interference
to other radio services. The assignment
of a frequency to a new service therefore
requires the most careful consideration.
I think, therefore, that it becomes clear
that anyone who simply operates outside
this carefully planned framework, however desirable his activities might appear
to be, is likely to cause chaos. The present
illicit 27 MHz transmissions are, unfortunately, a very clear example of this.
I told the House a year ago that illicit
users of CB could cause inconvenience
and even risk to their fellow-citizens.
One of the real difficulties about this is
that a CB user generally has no idea of
his effect on others. He may therefore
think that we aresimplycrying wolf. But it
is my Department that takes the overall
re:sponsibility for dealing with complaints
of interference, and it therefore monitors
closely what is gain on.
At present, in a year we expect to have
about 35,000 complaints of interference
from all sources to radio services. Over
90 per cent. of these relate to broadcasting services. In the last four months
of 1980 there were more than 2,700
complaints, which were traced to illicit
CB 27 MHz transmissions; in other words,
a rise of nearly 25 per cent. In the total
number of complaints. Nearly 2,000 of
these were cases of interference to television reception, and nearly 600 to radio
or hi-fi equipment. Police, fire, ambulance
and hopsital paging services were also
affected. our warnings of potential risks
are therefore being borne out in practice
in a way that can only cause concern.
Such interference is expensive. It has to
be paid for by the television viewer, the
licensed user of radio, or the taxpayer.
Moreover, it may cause friction between
neighbours.
This interference from 27 MHz equipment comes largely from one of two
sources - first, from unsuitable basic
equipment; and secondly, from the use
of powerful linear amplifiers designed to
boost the power output of the equipment
many times over. Offending users have
been traced, who have been using power
outputs of 1 kW or even more - in other
words, perhaps twice as much as the
power of a local broadcasting station. I
remain of the view that open channel
must be a short-range personal radio
service.
The next significant thing about open
channel is that it has to be a countrywide service. The user in the north of
England will use the same frequency as
his counterpart in the south of England.
There are very few radio services of
which one can say that. There are different
channels for television in different areas.
Private mobile radio frequencies are issued

individually so that they can be jnterleaved geographically. A frequency that
would interfere with, for example, a particular television channel is not used in the
relevant area. But open channel, being
countrywide, has to be able to live with
and not to harm any other radio service
throughout the United Kingdom and in
neighbouring countries, such as France
and the Republic of Ireland.
Interference can have many causes. It
is not simply a matter of one set of radio
equipment interfering with another because
they are operating on the same frequency.
Any equipment when transmitting also
emits potentially interfering, spurious
signals. Of these, the harmonics or multiples of the tuned and basic frequency
are generally most harmful. The fundamental or the harmonic signal may interact with the tuned frequency, with the
intermediate frequency or with the frequency change oscillator in a radio or
television receiver. Finally, interference
may be caused simply because a transmitter is used too near the receiver of
another service.
This last category can never be eliminated, and it highlights clearly the difficulties that will be caused by open channel
because of its mode and scale of use.
Open channel will be a social thing. It will
therefore be used widely in residential
areas and in buildings such as blocks of
flats, where it will be far nearer than
transmitters of other services to home
entertainment equipment such as radio,
television, and hi-fi. This gives yet another
twist to the interference risks inherent in
such a service, and the scale of likely use
presents problems of administration and
enforcement never encountered in this
form before.
Finally, the radio frequency spectrum
is finite and heavily used. There is no
bottomless bucket of frequencies that
we are hiding for our purposes.

The same arguments as
60's pirate radio
Mr. Eric Ogden (Labour MP for liverpool, West Derby): Does the Minister
accept that almost all his arguments
about the difficulties are the same as the
arguments used by Departments and
services against local radio? Those difficulties were overcome. It should not be
beyond the wit of man to overcome these
difficulties.
Mr. Raison: I think that the hon.
2Member will understand that we are
committed to overcoming difficulties in
the way of open channel or CB.

MY HONOURABLE MEMBERS: "He
has said it". I have said "CB" several
times. It is no good pretending that
there are not serious problems, and it is
my duty to explain to the House what
those problems are. I shall now come on
to the question of how we will approach
the matter.
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THE MOBILE ULTIMATE!

SIGMA IV AV·174· - Unmatched pertormance and
unequalled strength! Unique co-inductive design on
this new % wave omni·directional antenna enables you
to transmit and receive further than ever thought
possible. Produces higher (6 dBi) gain over an isotropic
source than any other non-directional CB antenna.
Tunable to 1.1: 1 S. W. R. at resonance and 1.5: 1 or less
beyond band edges. Weight - 12 Ibs. R.F. Safety
Factor: 2000 w. Height - 27'. Diameter - 30".
AV·261

SPECIAL PRICE ON MOONRAKER 4
BASE STATION ANTENNA.

£115 INC. VAT EACH
(ONLY 100 UNITS).
SPECIALS ARE ONLY FOR CB'ers.

AV·261 MOBILE MOONRAKER'· - Want base station
performance from your mobile? Mobile Moonraker is guaranteed to outperform any other mobile CB antenna oryour
money back. Weatherproof Avanti coil with heavy copper
windings and a 6' 17-7 pH Stainless Steel whip for a 1000
W RF safety factor.
AV·281 M MOBILE MOONRAKER'" - with giant moon
magnet. Guaranteed Moonraker performance plus giant
multi-pole magnet actually improves coupling forthe lowest
S.W.R.

LYND·ON RADIO & T.V.
SUPPLIES
244 LYNDON ROAD, SOLIHULL,
WEST MIDLANDS.
TEL: 021 742 5617
OPEN:

9 a.m. - 9 p.m. Weekdays & Sat. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Sunday
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AV·261M

TURNER
K.40
HY-GAIN
HARADA
SIRTEL
'FIRESTIK'
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The Adjournment Debate
We see 900 MHz as a
viable service
Mr. Raison: What I have said was the
background to our discussion document
on open channel. It drew a heavy response, which I found heartening, not
because it supported our initial views,
for it did not, but because it repre·
seoled a real exercise in consultation,
and a reaction that the Government are
taking fully into account. It is perhaps
not surprising that we did not reach the
much larger part of the population who
will not use open channel but may be
affected by it, and we had to think of
those people as well.
Most individuals who responded
strongly favoured a frequency of
27 MHz for open channel. On the other
hand, all the organisations that
commented, other than user organisations, opposed this, but without having any common view of what they would
prefer. Little public support was given
to our proposal for a service at around
930 MHz. Nevertheless, we still see
such a service as viable. It will give
not only a better service than is generally
realised, particularly in urban areas, but
a better quality service. If it were as poor
as has been alleged, it is strange that
both North America and many countries
in Europe are planning to introduce it,
thus creating the prospect of a new and
large international market. Nevertheless,
it was the strong public reaction which
caused by right hon. Friend in his answer
to a question on 18 December, to undertake to look further at the possibility of
introducing a service on a frequency
lower than 900 MHz. Further studies
have been made and these are now
virtually complete. We have consulted
widely on a technical basis with user
representatives, manufacturing interests,
and organisations such as the broadcasting authorities and emergency
services.
We agree that the need is pressing,
and that there can be no question of
waiting for frequencies which might
be available only in a few years. Nor can

we put our agreements with our neighbours at risk. Most important of all, we
cannot select a frequency which, almost
irrespective of the quality of the equipment used, can be guaranteed to cause
widespread interference. I emphasise
that our findings have been made widely
available to those concerned, and no
one has challenged on any scientific
basis our assessment of the interference
risks.
Unfortunately, all the alternative
suggestions that have been put to us fall
foul of one or other, and frequently all
three, of the constraints I have just mentioned. The 41.5 MHz frequency bandpart of the band used for transmission of
the 405 line black and white television
programmes - is a classic example. Our
tests have shown that the interference
risks to television reception would be
higher than wilh any form of 27 MHz
service, and indeed much higher than
with one using frequency modulation.
Frf'quencies a little higher than 41.5
MHz would reduce but not eliminate the
problems, while the other difficulties
would continue to apply.
We also have to recognise that the'
world has already made its choice;
27 MHz in one form or another is widely
used, and, as I mentioned earlier, North
America and Europe are planning to
introduce a service at around 930 MHz.
Any other choice would be a one-off
British one which no other country
in the world would permit. Thus, one
of the Wishes of the enthusiast - to be
able to take his equipment abroadwould not be met.
One can develop that a little further.
The equipment at present illegally used
in this country is amplitude modulated
equipment on the American pattern,
although even then, some of it is obsolete
and no longer permitted in America, and
has quite simply been dumped here.
Few enthusiasts want to take their cars
or trucks 10 the United States, but that
AM equipment is not generally acceptable on the Continent. France, Holland
and Germany operate on 27 MHz FM
services, because their investigations

T-SHIRT & SWEATSHIRT
PRINTING
ALL YOU GOOD BUDDIES HAVE YOUR OWN
CLUB NUMBER AND HANDLE PRINTED ON
QUALITY T-SHIRTS AND SWEATSHIRTS.
SWEATSHIRTS
S. M. L.
..
X. L.
.
.
..
CHILDS 26" - 32"

£4.50
£4.95
£350

TRACY'S PLACE, 118 HIGH ST.,
24

See you at the 110-4'
19.!11 CB SHOW.

S.M.L
X. L. ..
CHILDS 24" - 30"

and their experience have proved that
the performance and the cost are similar,
and the interference problems much less.
Our task, therefore, is to make available
a service which conforms as far as possible to the aspirations of the large number
of potential users and to encourage them
to use equipment which does least harm
to the even larger number of radio users.
Supporters of open channel have
stressed to me their willingness and ability
to act responsibly, and they will certainly
have to justify that. Before long they
should have in their hands a service
for their pleasure, and a powerful tool for
good or evil. I mentioned personal freedom
at the beginning of my speech. Personal
responsibility is the reverse of that coin.
I have commented tonight on the factors
that have to be borne in mind in making a
judgment. We are quite commonly accused
of opposing a personal two-way radio
service. That is quite unjust and my hon.
Friend acknowledged that. We have not
taken sides against it. We have decided
to introduce a service, and we have
carried out very wide consultations both
to explore the difficulties and to hear
suggestions. But radio regulation seeks
the greatest good for the greatest
number and that is what we have to
continue to seek until we reach our
final answer.

Patrick Wall Comments
We asked Mr Patrick Wall what he
thought of the adjournment debate and
whether it played a part in bringing forward the announcement?
"I must say that the debate was the
liveliest and most attended debate I have
ever seen. Some thirty or so members
attended and remember it was almost
midnight. Many members felt that a decision on Citizens Band, and I refuse to call
it Open Channel, a comment that was
made in the House, was long overdue.
Yes, I feel that having seen the amount
of interest in CB the Minister was I am
sure, forced to re-consider and make an
earlier announcement."

T·SHIRTS

.
.

.
..

£1.95
£245
£145

COLOURS:- BLACK, WHITE, RED, PALE BLUE,
OR NAVY.
LETTERS + NUMBERS: BLACK OR WHITE.
FLOCK 10p EACH.
POST + PACKING SOp EACH GARMENT

STAINES, MIDDX. TEL. STAINES 55834
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CITIZENS BAND ••• THE NEW WAVE ••• CITIZENS BAND

STREET LEGAL CB WHOLESALE
(NOTTINGHAMSHIRE)

"
•

.....

_.

.'

Main agents for: SKIPMASTER, BURNERS,
TURNER MIKES AND MUCH MORE.
Our prices are never betteredYou've tried the rest now try the best.
Example: DV27 £6.00 complete with plug
(our retail price)

"

Retail outlets required throughout the
Midlands.

~

,

90 STOCKWELL GATE
MANSFIELD
Tel: (0623) 651965
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,
\

BREAK!
BREAK!
I got my ears on!
Have you been
down to

/

~

STREET
LEGAL
(WHOLESALE OISCOUNn
CB SHOP
yet?
c'mon.
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IJ!CB ACCESSORIES
DISTRIBUTORS OF
54ii
IN THE U.K.
P
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79 Church Road, Hendon, London NW4
Tel: 012035217/8
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Come and see the biggest
and bel£' . selection of
CB Radio ..l ccessories
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London to
Tunbridge Wells
Convoy
Disco One and Microdot lead the London Convoy.
Saturday 7th February, Scratchwooo
Services on the M 1 motorway. It's f 1
o'clock in the morning. and already the
place is buzzing with enthusiastic breakers
about to embark on an epic voyage through
the metropolis. The voyage, due to leave
at 12 o'clock was to travetlhrough central
London, over the River lhames, then
down to Tunbridge Wells and back home.
The demonstration was organised by
Disco-One, of the U.B.A. and Microdot of
27 Club, who predicted in their hand-oul
that The Convoy is expected to be the
biggest ever seen, and when I asked
Andy Donovan (Disco-One) how many
cars were expected to turn up he replied
that he expected upwards of 3,000 vehicles
to show.
The route, issued by the Metropolitan
Police, funnelled the cars through Highgate, Islington, The City, over Southark
Bridge, through New Cross, Lewisham,
Seven Oaks, Orpington, and finally Tunbridge Wells, with strict instructions not
to stop at Tunbridge Wells, but to return
to the A21 and head in the general
direction of home. Vast numbers of Police
motorcycles lined the streets along the
way, and every so often a minibus could
be seen, partially concealed in a slip
road or driveway, filled to capacity with
policemen, eagerly waiting to lend a
hand should the opportunity arise.
At 12 o'clock, precisely on time, the
Convoy pulled away from Scratchwood.
The multiples of cars had already been
scanned by a Metropolitan Police film
crew, perched precariously on top of the
Motor Lodge, overlooking the car park,
and live pictures were being sent back to
New Scotland Yard, where, according to
a contact, the index numbers of those
present using C.B. have mysteriously
appeared on the computer, strange isn't
it?
Well, from my vantage point, a bridge
overthe A41, with a B.B.C. News crew on
my right, and Jim James of the Sunday
Telegraph on my left, it occured to me
that Andy Donovan's prediction was a
little optimistic, to say the least. The
Convoy at this stage I estimate to have
consisted of about 500 or so vehicles,
less than one sixth of his original estimate.
The cars, which had instructions to
comply with all traffic signals, had already
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brokell' up into three small convoys by
now, as they headed towards Central
london. The roads narrowed and the
traffic thickened, the Breakers thought it
was about time we had some musical
accompaniment, and soon the air was
alive with car horns, and one particular
lorry with an enormous chromed air horn
on his roof could be heard for miles.
A minibus, occupied by members of .
various clubs from Blackburn, LancasfJire,
should be commended for their devotion
to the cause. for making the 800 mile
round trip.
The weekend shoppers stopped in their
tracks, wondering what all the noise was
about, and occasional snatches of conversation could be heard discussing the
ins and outs of CB Radio, before returning to.their preoccupation, probably grateful to the convoy for adding a little excitement to their weekly outing to the shops.
Relations with the police throughout
the demonstration were very peaceful
with no clashes, even though many of
the cars were omitting the tell tale mumbling and gurgling of a 27MHz transceiver.
The police however were more concerned

about getting the convoy through the
city with the minimum of fuss which they
did and within a couple of hours the
convoy was cruising slowly through
Sevenoaks on its final approach to Tunbridge Wells.
Tunbridge Wells was a rather unfortunate destination, as those who caught
the B.B.C.'s early evening news would
know, the demonstration was stated as
being in protest of Yellow Peril's recent
conviction, as this is her home 20. Of
course we all know it was also in protest
of the governments failure so far to legalise C.B. on 27MHz AM.

Conclusion
On the whole this wasa well organised
peaceful demonstration and although
the turnout was rather disappointing, it
made press coverage in both the National
papers and on Television news, thus
getting the message across to the public
and indeed our learned friends in the
House on whose shoulders the decision
lies, which is after all the whole point of
the exercise.

CPD

The Convoy passing through the city.
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HAVE MOVED THEIR RETAIL & WHOLESALE TO NEW & LARGER PREMISES
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20c SELSDON ROAD. SOUTH CROYDON. SURREY
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K27
K27D
DV27
DV27
T27
T27S
DX27
K40

AND PASS THE SAVINGS ON TO YOU

Disguised Mobile Antenna
8~46
Disguised CB/FM/AM/LW Ant. 15.99
Mobile Antenna from Sirtel 5.88
Mobile Antenna from HMP
8.46
Roof Mount Ant.from Sirtel 7.26
De-Luxe Roof Mount Antenna 12.26
Disguised Mobile Antenna
8.46
Mobile Antenna 500 watt
28.99
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CBC •

K4D
579
MGP27
380
M50l
M489
M483
SWR5

GREAT NEWS
FROM

SUSSEX
C.B. LTD.
WE HAVE ONE OF THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE CB
ACCESSORY STOCKS IN THE COUNTRY
Our range includes:
Plugs, Aerials, Power Supplies, SWAts, Burners,
Power Mikes, etc. etc.

SEE FOR YOURSELF
131 LONDON ROAD, EAST GRINSTEAD
or Telephone 21866

AND RECENTL Y OPENED
71 VICTORIA ROAD, HORLEY
Telephone 72419
DISCOUNT PRICES AND MAIL ORDER SERVICE.

~RTEL

DIRECT IMPORTER

Speech Processor Mike
28.99
Silver Rod Base Antenna l8.7D
Whisky Indoor/Loft Antenna18.95
Antenna Splitter Box
4.75
Power Supply 3/5 amp
11.95
CB Slide Mount
3.46
CB Extension Speaker
4.54
SWR Single Meter
6.99

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT •
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE
FOR FREE CATALOGUE SEND A S.A.E.
HELP & ADVICE GIVEN ON ESTABLISHING NEW CB OUTLETS
WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES 01-680 4503

CBC • CBC •
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WE BUY DIRECT FROM ABROAD & CUT OUT THE MIDDLE MEN

SOLE IMPORTER
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CBe. CBC • CBe •

SOUND
AROUND
CAR RADIO AND STEREOS
SUPPLIED, FlTIED AND REPAIRED

01-5755030
SOUND AROUND FOR
ALL YOU REQUIRE IN CB
OR IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT

CB ACCESSORIES
SOUND AROUND
<,~~o
s'
114 RUISLIP ROAD SO~~<:f~o~
GREENFORD <V'"'i '<''''~s'0
MIDDLESEX s'l-~,/j
~~
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SUPPLIERS (
VISIT OUR
NEW SHOP
ANTENNAS
M264 Disguise. SA300 Disguise. Hy·Gain Electric Disguise. Harada
Electric Disguise. Harada TU11 Disguise. HMP K27 Disguise. CV Test
Secret Antenna. Intenna. DV27. DX27. DX27 5/s. T27; B27. DV27RN.
DV27HN. Pal Firestik. Big Momma. Trucker Twins. Base Loaders. Mag
Mounts. Starduster. Magnums. Power Pole. Hy·Gain Base. Dipoles.
Many Others.

MICROPHONES

Turner + 2. Turner + 3. Turner ssk. Magic Mike. Mura PRX. JMR 40.
-Denzai. Hy·Gain 611. Telephone Handsets. Motorcycle Sets. Others.

SPECIAL OFFER IF YOU BRING
THIS ADVERT WITH YOU. DV27
complete £5.75 inc vat

•

UI
•
•
cIa IS S

SEE US ON STAND
1 AT 'THE 10-4'
1981 CB SHOW

)F COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
72-74 QUEENS ROAD
HERSHAM,
WALTON ON THAMES
SURREY

VISIT OUR
NEW SHOP

TEST EQUIPMENT
SWR-25. SWR-15. Hansen 50B. Hansen 5E. CB11 05. JD310. CBM-20.
CBT-15. CBT-25. CBM-40. Others. Dummy Loads.

MISCELLANEOUS
PL259/6. PL259/9. Reducers. Females. Back to Backs. SO-209 - 3.5mm
jack. Splices. Mike Plugs. RG58/U. RG8/U. Patch Cables. Extension
Cables. Mike Cables. 25 Amp Power Supplies. 5 Amp Power Supplies.
Supression Kits. Suppression Parts. Extension Speakers. PA Horns.
Others. Linear Amplifiers to 1000w, RF Pre-Amps etc.
IF WE HAVEN'T GOT IT - WE CAN GET IT.
Mail order expressed by Red Star, all goods returnable, if not satisfied
Phone your requirements, quoting your Access or Barclaycard number
for immediate dispatch. We will help with any problems by phone if at all
possible.

Send a SAE for our
New Comprehensive Catalogue

Antennas and
Transmissions on
CB Frequencies
by F.e. Judd, FISTC MlOA. Assoc. IPRE. - Port 6
As the previous article illustrated, the subject of
VSWR or voltage standing wave ratio is quite complex
although in practice it need not be taken too seriously.
What is more important is knowing how to measure
VSWR and to understand a few of the reasons for a high
reading. What a VSWR meter actually shows is the
amount of reflected power from the antenna as a ratio of
the forward power which is the power going from the
transmitter up to the co-axial cable (or other transmission
line), to the antenna. Power will only be reflected
(returned from the antenna) if the antenna itself is not
matched to the cable or vice versa. Most transmitters for
CB radio have an output impedance of 50 ohms, so
accordingly, the co-axial cable to the antenna must
have the same impedance. The antenna impedance
must also be 50 ohms if a more or less perfect match is
to be obtained. Most antennas available for CB radio
have the standard impedance of 50 ohms, so first
establish that these requirements are met.

Checking an antenna for VSWR
A new antenna should always be checked with the
total length of cable to be used with it, and the VSWR
meter should be connected between the end of the
cable and the antenna itself as shown in fig: 1. External
high power linear amplifiers should never be in circuit
for a VSWR check.

If the antanna and cable are reasonably well matched
then a fairly low VSWR reading should be obtained.
Checks should be made at the low, middle and high end
of the frequency band.
If for some reason a very high VSWR reading is
obtained e.g. above about 3 to 1 then do not run the
transmitter continuously because a high ratio indicates
a large amount of reflected power which could damage
a transistor output amplifier. If a relatively low ratio is
obtained for exam pie below 2 to 1 then check VSWR
with the meter at the transmitter end and see if a similar
reading is obtained. If so, then the match between the
feed cable and antenna is fairly good.

Common Causes of high VSWR
These are qUite numerous and sometimes difficult to
ascertain but some probable reasons are as follows:-

1. Antenna impedance different to that of feed cable or
vice versa.

2. Transmitter output impedance different to that of
either feed cable or antenna.

3. Antenna badly sited i.e., too close to other antennas
or any conducting material such as water pipes, wet
trees, or wire guy lines etc., or too close to a brick
wall.

ANTENNA

Total length
of cable
to be used

VSWR

TX

This cable
short as possible

~

~~L~J

[ ]

~

L--_----'-~--"

Fig. 1: The correct way to check VSWP. Le.. with me meter or the antenna end of the feed cable.
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4. Antennas indoors in a room or a loft can be very
badly affected by proximity of walls, or roof and
house wiring etc. which will cause poor performance
and high VSWR.
5. On mobile antennas insufficient 'ground plane' area
will cause high VSWR. By 'ground plane' is meant the
total area of metal car body.
6. Cars or other vehicles made with fibreglass bodies
provide no ground plane area at all and a typical CB
mobile antenna will not normally operate with this
condition.
7. Very old or otherwise poor quality co-axial cable will
cause poor performance even though a reiatively
low VSWR is obtained (see part 5 of this series of
articles).
8. Use of other than properly designed co-axial plugs
or inferior connections can cause high VSWR.

Fig.J: An rf 'snlffe( Of se-nsor (see ,@xt).SeeaIsoProjedOne.inlostmonthsiswe.

Simple Power Check at the Antenna
One of the most simple devices for checking power at
the antenna itself is a small fluorescent tube of the kind
used to provide illumination in small spaces e.g., cupboards and cabinets. These are about 9 or 10 inches
long and usually rated as 6 watts. Touching one of these
tubes on a fully energised antenna element at a voltage
point as shown in fig. 2 will cause it to light up at almost
full brilliance using around 6 to to watts of power from
the transmitter. Sometimes these tubes need to be
warmed slightly to get them to strike and this is easily
done by rubbing vigorously with a dry piece of cloth.
Another useful indicator is an rf sensor or 'snifter' as
they are often called, like that shown in fig. 3, which
produces an audible bieep, and flashing red LED if
power is actually in the antenna.

Flg.2: A simple bUletfectfve Indlcotorof power in on antenna can be obtained with

o smoll f1uorescen' tube (see text).
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Field strength meters can also be used, particularly
for tuning an antenna and whilst they will show that an
antenna is radiating, they cannot give a direct indication
of power in the antenna. A simpie field strength meter is
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Antennas and
Transmission on
CB Frequencies
therefore only really useful for establishing an increase
or decrease in radiation and really needs to be operated
several wavelengths from the transmitting antenna.
Field coverage of an antenna, or rather its effectiveness
at range, is best estimated by continuous usage although
signal reports from other stations may not be reliable as
(a) so called'S' meters are not universally calibrated,
receiver sensitivities vary considerably as also may the
performance of antennas used by others. Two different
stations at the same range but only a very short distance
apart may well give entirely conflicting reports.

Siting an Antenna
Wave propagation at both VHF and UHF is largely line
of sight as explained previously in these articles although
atmospheric and other conditions do from time to time
permit operation over long distances. Height of the
antenna, for both transmitting and receiving is the most

important factor in achieving iong distance operation
and ideally any VHF or UHF antenna should be high
enough so that surrounding buildings and trees etc., are
not in the line of radiation which is normally parallel to
ground. Attenuation due to brick walls, metal framed
buildings and trees can be very high; higher than most
realise. Experimental observation made on the effects
of buildin·gs have shown radiation fields to have a
median value about 25dB below the expected over a
clear path in the frequency range 40 to 450MHz. Values
have also been assessed for loss to be expected for
transmission through trees when the antenna is lower
than the tree tops, although in this case the loss
depends on polarization. At 27MHz the loss may be 3dB
<.~or vertical polarization although brickwalls offer some
'tidB or more attenuation at both VHF and UHF although
this will vary depending on the dryness. It does however,
signify that radiation loss with indoor antennas could be
relatively high especially when the surrounding walls
and roof are wet.
The photograph (fig. 4) shows well sited antennas for
both VHF (27MHz) and VHF. Each antenna in (A) is high
above the roof top and whilst the vertical omni-directional
27MHz CB band antenna (B) is at a lower height (about
12 feet above ground) it is well clear of the roof top.
Next month we will deal with the efficiency of various
base station antennas and explain why some of the
'gain' figures given for most of those made in the USA
are not only improbable but in some cases quite
impossible.

vhf omni

27 - 30 MHz
beam

'/

27 MHz
omni

.........

-

A

B

...

Flg.4: A well sired array of anfeMOS for both CD radio 27 MHz and Amareur radio VHF.
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BREMIOO
FOR THE BEST IN

POWER SUPPLI S
STABILIZED POWER SUPPLY WITH
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT AT HIGH STABILITY
MOD. BRS.27

Input voltage:
Output voltage:
Current:
Stability:
Protection:
Ripple:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Cabinet:

220 V a.c. 50 Hz
13.8 V d.c.
3 A max.
Better than 0.1 % with mains variations of 10% or load
variations from 0 to 2.5 A.
Electronic with current Iimiter.
1 mV with 2.5 A load.
155 x 135"X 85 mm.
2 kg.
10/10 sheet metal container with epoxy-based paint.

AT YOUR LOCAL CB SHOP NOW
IMPORTED AND SUPPLIED BY THE BIGGEST AND BEST

~

~[glNJ

HANNEL
"""••u""'".. ,,....

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN RETAILING CB
ACCESSORIES, WRITE FOR OUR COMPLETE
PRICE LIST. TRADE ONLY.
TRADE ENQUIRIES FROM DEALERS WELCOME.

407 LORDSHIP LANE, LONDON, N.17. Tel. 01-808 5656. Telex 922488.
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Club Spot
Molesey Open Breakers
We are the M.O.B. (Molesey Open
Breakers). We hold a meeting once a
week on a Wednesday night at The Royal
Oak in Molesey. We have just over 200
members and have been going for nearly
3 months. Any CS'ers wishing to come
and join us on a Wednesday will be made
very welcome. Any problems or suggestions will be listened to. Hope to eyeball
you soon. Breaker-Break for now.
Shady Lady (Sec. M.O.B.)
Molesey Open Breakers

Meon Valley Breakers
Just a few lines to inform you that we
have a club in the Foreham and Gosport
area, known as the"Meon Valley Breakers",
We have over 200 members and the
membership is growing rapidly. The purpose of the club is to promote social
events Le. Fox hunts, treasure hunts,
disco's etc. etc. within our club. To join
the club it only costs £3.00 per annum,
and we meet every other Monday night
down in "The Pit" which is in Gosport.
The address of the club is Meon Valley
Breakers, 4 Lawrence Road, Fareham,
Hants.
Plastic Wood (Correspondent)
We break on channel 19
Mean Valley Breakers

The Carlisle Truckers
Club (C.T.C.)
The Carlisle Truckers Club has now been
formed for approximately 10 months.
The new membership has just started for
this year. Last year there was almost 200
breakers in the club, although there were
a lot of breakers who were not members
of a club. We meet every other Sunday at
12.00 o'clock, any local breaker will tell
you where the eyeball is at. We break on
25 in the Cumbria area and we leave
channel 19 clear for the truckers. We
also leave channel 26 clear as we know
that it is very near to one of the hospitals
paging systems. The membership fee is
£ 12.00 per year and we arrange disco's,
dances and many other things.
10-10 Break a Break.
Mini Mender (Press Officer)
Secretary Duchess. 10 Dalston St,
Denton Holme, Carlisle, Cumbria.
Tel. 33663

Arun Breakers Club
Our club started on the 1.7.80 in our
small town, Littlehampton, which is a
pretty boring place at the best of times,
that's why its 20 is GhostTown. We have,
to date, about 300 members and we hold
disco's, late night trips, fancy dress (come
as your handle) parties etc. Other than
just enjoying ourselves all the time,we
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have done a bit for charity when we held
a cannon ball throwing competition and
we raised over £400 towards our local Xray appeal. Our meets are every Monday
evening at the Windmill Pub, Littlehamp·
ton, but we do alternate to the British
Legion in Bognor Regis every other week.
We invite any other breakers to come
along if they are in the area, we're all
Quite friendly (and get your free baked
spud). We also have free badges and
stickers.
Platinum Numbers (Their most expensive)
Honey Monster (Chairman) A.B.C.
Arun Breakers Club

Letchworth & District
Breakers Club
The L.O.B.C. comprises of 143 members
at tfie present time andwe have a regular
weekly eyeball on a Monday night at a
local bottle shop. We have now also
started holding a monthly 'member only'
eyeball at a local hall to discuss various
problems which seem to be on the in:'
crease at the moment. Main problems
seem to be 'wallies' on channel, who
persist in staying on 1-9, and when asked
politely to 'clear the breaking channel',
seem to either turn a deaf ear, or swear
profusely.
We are also encountering the odd 'rig
or aerial thief' and as C.B. is currently
illegal and we are unable to prove defin·
itely who it is, we find we are unable to
take suitable action. Perhaps other clubs
have also suffered from this lower type of
vermin and have suggestions on possible
action.
Breaker Break
Cat Women
Letchworth & District Breakers Club

Northampton Breakers
Club
Northampton Breakers Club is a representative body of a considerable number
of breakers in an area boasting one of
the highest numbers of CB users in the
UK. In addition to promoting social and
charitable events, NBC is a staunch
supporter of legalisation of 27 MHz. It is
intended that a React service be implemented as a priority. We also seek to
develop information services through
factsheets, Press Releases and a monthly
newsletter. Northampton is a large town
and has several breakers organisations.
NBC wishes to strengthen links with
such organisation to mutual benefit. NBC
holds eyeballs on Wednesdays and Sundays at the'Needle'. The Sunday eyeballs
have a discotheque for entertainment.
Visiting breakers are welcome although
it is hoped that they would produce their
own breakers club membership cards. If
in the area ask on channel for directions.
Your magazine will be informed of all

future events and briefed on any interesting developments as they arise. We ex'
tend best wishes to all kindred organisa·
tions and look forward to meeting our
good buddies from all over the UK.
10-10 and all the golden numbers for
now.
Santa (Press Liaison Officer)

Smoke City CB Club
Good Buddy this is Uncle Sid, secretary
of the Smoke City CB Club. I'm just
dropping you a line to tell you about
Smoke City and the breakers in N.lreland.
Well C.B has really lifted off here. We
have had two major rallies here and
another one coming off soon in Ballymoney with breakers from all over N.
Ireland attending.
Smoke City have a busy 2 months
ahead holding senior and junior discos
and suppers for charity and a treasure
hunt. Smoke City are holding a 5-a-side
tournament for other CB clubs to take
part in. We have already collected forthe
local Cardiac Unit and we hope to be
donating to other charities in the near
future. The Club's main ambition is to get
amnesty of 27MHz for at least 5 years
the average life of a CB. Well I hope you
think this worth while putting in yourclub
spot.
Ten-Ten. Breaker Break. Dead and Gone.
Uncle Sid

Aire Valley Breakers
Well, on Wednesday nights we used to
around to Flintstones Place (Bednock
Towers) and drink his coffee, pull his
door knob off (Dr. Bob), and generally
discuss CB. So when Flintstone got a bit
fed upwith buying a large (catering) tin of
coffee a week, we got a club together.
Red One had some cards printed, me
and Flintstone got the drinking 20 together and ordered the 60,000 spa m
butties, and on the first eyeball21 turned
up. Small things start from big acorns,
but since then we have not looked back.
Now we have got knocking on for 140
members and growing every eyeball. So
welcome to the present, a bigger, better,
nicer, good beer, eyeball 20. So a brief
club history, and some thanks from me to
Cherry B who tirelessly bullies club mem·
bers, and other name checks, Red One,
Milkmaid, Mad Max, HarliQuin and every
and all club members for their great
support.
73's and 51's.
Big Red A.V.B.C. React UK.UBA

Barnsley Breakers Club
May I take this opportunity to introduce
the above club to your readers. We are a
club that has a present membership of
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BOB MASSEY CAP
AND
EMBLEMS

INCREASE YOUR
'TALK POWER'

PRODUCERS OF TOP QUALITY EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS
10.000 PEOPLE CANT BE WRONG. THAT"S HOW MANY BRITISH CBers HAVE

BEEN SOLD TO DATE. SO HERE ARE

nvo

MORE TO ADD TO YOUR

COLLECTION

BRITISH CB EMBLEMS
NEW

NEW

INCREASE YOUR 'TALK POWER' WITH
THE T & T ELECTRONICS 'PERSUADER'.

85p

65p

75p

6ap

EXCLUSIVE TO BOB MASSEY CAP & EMBLEMS
AND NOW HERE"S WHAT VDU ALL HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR. YQURQWN
COUNTY CB EMBLEMS. MADE OF TOP QUALITY WASHABLE t'oIATERIAI
WITH HEAVYWEIGHT EMBROIDERY

PRICE 80p including VAT & Post & Package
COUNTY EMBLEMS NOT SHOWN: Avon COl.lnly CBcT. Soulh Wales (Bill'.
Devon CBer. Gloucestershire CBer. Derbyshire CBeI'
Stockists of County Emblems:
Breakerway CB Cenlrc. Newport
SPECIAL OFFER FROM
(Soulh Wales CBeT)
BOB MAS5EY CAP AND
BI15101 CB Cerm€ (Avon County CBer)
EMBLEMS
Breakllrs Yard CB Shop Chehenharn
Free C.B. Lingo Bible
(Gloucesr...rslllr.. CBeI')
when purchasing one of .he
High F,eld Electronics (Cornwall CBer)
Brltl,h CB Emblems and Counly
Mollts Truck Shop BlCkmglon (Devon
Emblem,
CBer)

i--------------,

We Will be prod"cing more Coumy potches in/he new year /}I"s two more British CB
Emblems.
j':: ., , '~:
CB BUCKLES
Price

£2.50

Including P&P & VAT

DON'T FORGET THE KIDS
Just like Mum & Dai:l
Scaled down buckles
Adult Price
Kid. Price

£8.45
£5.45 Including P&P &

VAT
Bells made loorderwllh 'Handle' embossed on back.Topquality English leather JUSl
send waist size

AMERICAN CB EMBLEMS
Break You Sweel Thing
Bel Your Sweet Ass I Am
Break Thlll's No Rubber
A CBeT
We Monitor Channel 14
Duck
Mv DlIddies A Trucker
Professional BellverHunlcr
Got The Hammer Down
Wall To WlIll Tree Top
Be1lrTakin' Pictures
Modulate W,lh Me
T1I1l
Smokey With E1Irs
Keep On Modulating
10· I0 LiSTening In
88s
Mercy SlIkes
Super CB Operator
Break D1Imll Break
PuT The Hammer Down
ThaI's A Big 10·4
Forgel ThIS 1036
We Gone Bye·Bye
3s & Ss
Buy A Watch
Cl3er
Do I1 In A Truck CB

We Monitor Channel 19

Price

60p

e.ch or anv 3 for
)'r\'.. 'fr\'trr

£ 1.50

BOOKS
CB lingo Bibles 60p, Big [)ummles Guide £2.95. CB Badio Accessories £1.90,
Questions & Answers About CB £1.90. Easy Guide To CB £1.90. CB Hadio
Construclion Producls £1.90, 99 Ways To Improve Your CB £1.90. From CB To
I-Iam Beginners £1.90, CB For Truckers £1.90.

£3 .50 PLUS fru

Any two of Ihe CB BOOQ ulued al £1.90 each for
Britl.h CBer SUcker (2' J[ 2")
(Allow 14 days for Delivery)

BREAKER CLUB EMBLEMS CUSTOM MADE TO YOUR DESIGNS - WE
GUARANTEE SATISFACTION
TRADE ENQUIRIES ALWAYS WELCOME

By removing power wasting peaks from the speech
waveform and unwanted frequencies the average
'talk power' can be increased by up to THIRTY TWO
times, Le. a ten watt transmitter using the 'PERSUADER' will provide average 'talk power' equal to a
320 Watt transmitter with normal modulation.
SIMPLETO USE, simply connect between your microphone and transmitter and switch into circuit when
the going gets tough. When switched off the microphone connects direct to the transmitter. FULLY
AUTOMATIC in operation, only one control to set the
level which is indicated by two light emitting diodes.
SUITABLE FOR ALL STANDARD RIGS AND MICROPHONES IN CURRENT USE.
Fully filtered to provide maximum 'talk power' in the
speech band of 300 to 3000 Hz.
Send 12p stamp for full details, or better still send
your cheque for the best value in 'talk power' around.
Size: H:65 x W:90 x D:160mm
Price: £38.18
MAIL ORDER ACCESSORIES
Aerials, SWR Meters, Matching Units, Speech Processors, Power Suppliers, Microphones, Linear Amplifiers, etc. Let us quote you for your requirements.
AVAILABLE SHORTLY- The latest design in Mobile
and Fixed station aerials. Designed and approved by
F C Judd and manufactured by Wrenpro Systems.
ALSO, British designed TV interference Filters, both
Low-pass and High-pass types. 12pstamp (NOTSAE)
for details.
Order with complete confidence (CW.D. only please) from:

BOB MASSEY CAP
AND EMBLEMS
SEA WALLS. PILNING, Nr. BRISTOL
Tel: 045 45 2601
HORSE TRADER
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T.&T. ELECTRONICS
Green Hayes, Surlingham Lane, Rockland St. Mary,
Norwich, NR14 7HH. Telephone 05088 632
PRICE INCLUSIVE OF VAT. & CARRIAGE.
Callers by appoinlmenl only
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Club Spot
380 members and this seems to increase
by an average of 30 new members each
week, we hold our meeting every Thursday at the Londoner, Monk Bretton,
Barnsley, SOLlth Yorks, and anyone in
the area is inviteE!.
We commence our meetings with a
members free draw (value £5) and then
any news, information etc. is given by
members of the committee, the floor is

then thrown open for formal discussion.
This is followed by raffles and then left as
a social evening, i.e. disco. In fact we
now have live entertainment once a month.
The membership of the club costs £5.00
per year and anyone wishing further
information contact: Mrs. M. Spencer
(Sec.) 55, Chatsworth Road, Barnsley.
South Yorks. S71 3QH. Tel. Barnsley
88450.
Mrs. M. Spencer (Sec) B.B.C.

Cumnock Breakers
Social Club
The Cumnock Breakers Social Club
was organised at the beginning of November 1980. Originally it was just an eyeball
to put a face to a handle but has since

grown into a membership of 136 and is
stlll growing. We meet once a fortnight
on a Sunday evening at the Dumfries
Arms Hotel, Cumnock.
As a social club only, we try and organise different events for our members to
join in and have some fun. To date we've
held discos, film shows, a dinner dance,
hare and hounds chase, games night
and are at present organising a cabaret
night and an Inter Club Gala Event where
we hope to get as many local clubs
interested to send their teams along to
compete in swimming, 7-a-side football,
darts, table tennis, etc.
It's only £1.00 to join our club and a
small cover charge for every meeting
depending on what's been organised for
that week. It's great to make so many
friends overthe air waves and long may it
continue.
May I, on behalf ofC.B.S.C., extend the
hand of friendship through these old air
waves to any big wheelers who pass
through our area.
Gypsy Lady, Secretary C.B.S.C.
11 Glenafton Drive, New Cumnock,
Ayrshire

The 10/20 Breakers Club
We are a newly formed club in the
Kilmarnock area. We meet every second
Tuesday in the Harefold Working Men's
Club in Hurlford. We intend to do everything in our power to have CB legalised,
and to prove to the authorities that CB is
helpful and useful to the community.
We break on channel 14. In our area
please be kind enough to stay clear of
channel 2 "Hospital Paging System".
Visiting Breakers in our area are most
welcome.
10-10 for now, All the high numbers.
Big Daddy (Chairman)
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Popular Breakers Club
We are the Popular Breakers Club
(U.B.A.). We meet every Tuesday evening
from 8.00 ti1l11.00 at Dryden Hall, Basingstoke. If anyone wants any more information phone me, Stephanie Jones, on
Basingstoke (0256) 54581.
Stephanie Jones

Apple County
Breaker Club
As secretary of the A.C.B.C. and an
avid reader of CB Radio, I just had to
write to inform you of Taunton (Cider
City) Club.
With over a 100 members since October
1980, meetings are twice a month on a
Sunday evening. Our aim is the same as
most clubs, complete legalisation of 27
Mhz to fall in line with Europe and the
States.
The Club assists members, a very good
rig insurance with a reputable company
and affiliation with Disco 1 - USA informs
us of Nationwide Activities. Fund raising
activities are organised so members can
enjoy CB to the full, and local charitilils
and Hospitals benefit with the profits.
The Club welcomes all breakers in
Cider City 20. Have to go now. 10-10.
Shoestring (Secretary)

Gloucester Committee
UBA
We are running a successful club with
over 200 members and our eyeballs are
growing every week. We meet every
week (Wednesdays at 8.00) at Matson
Rugby Club for a few drinks and info and
venues are 'voiced' by the committee.
So far we have had a demo through
Gloucester City which managed to raise
some press coverage, an hour"Spot" on
our local radio and at present arranging
some 'free' discos for all members. We
are also arranging a charity parachute
jump for some of our more adventurous
members.
Anyway, thought you might be interested
to see how we're doing and I will let you
know all our news. We're Gone.
The Hornet
(Gloucester Committee) Gloucester UBA

North Surrey Breakers
CB Radio Club
North Surrey Breakers CB Radio Club
meet is held at the Rose Public House
"Napoleon Bar" Carshalton, every Saturday evening. We are a pro 27 MHz club
and intend to be very active. Also we
have just held our second meet and have
had over 100 people attend both evenings,
we are in the process of forming a membership which will include discount at local
shops, convoys, demos, filmsho\Vs and
outings etc. All fellow breakers are we I·
come providing they pay 25 pence to get
past "Suspender" on the door. Also the

committee would like to thank the manageress for putting up with us.
See you later Modulator.
Hitch Hiker (Committee Member)

Copycats Club
Our club is situated in N.E. Lancs. and
boasts a membership of over 800, as a
club we like to look at the social side of
C.B.
We have held a mobile treasure hunt
which was a great success, we did last
year get involved in the Helen Aspinall
Appeal and managed to raise over £2,200
in a two week period.
At present we are working towards
helping ACROSS to purchase an ambulance and have lots of interesting prajects under way for this purpose.
A really major project is planned whereby every breaker in the country will be
involved and if secretaries of all other
clubs would write to me I will be glad to
furnish them with full details.
Thanks for bringing CB into the public
eye and keep up the good work with the
magazine.
Meetings are held every alternate
Tuesday 8.00pm till 1.00am.
Chairman (Cottonpicker)
Secretary (Emerald)
Copycats Club, N.E. Lancs.
clo Martholme Grange, Altham,
Accrington, Lancs.

Derwent Valley
Breakers (DVB)
Meets every Wednesday 8.00 at the
Black Bull Lanchester. Formed December
1980. Membership to date over 100. The
Committee consists of Chairman Texas
T, Secretary Turbo, Treasurer The Hunter,
Social Sec. Twin Cam, P.A.O. Romeo 11.
Outside activities: social nights, games
nights, treasure hunts, coach trips etc.
being discussed and awaiting members
votes.
10-10 Breaker Break.
Romeo II

Worcester 19 Breakers
Worcester Breakerways
Just a few lines to inform you of a few
details of our local clubs here in Worcester
Worcester is usually known as "Sauce
City" or sometimes as "Porcelain City"
and we have two clubs at present.
Worcester 19 Breakers Club meets on
Thursday evenings at the "Bush Inn" in
St. Johns and Worcester Breakerways
meet at "The Forresters Arms" on a Sunday evening, we break on 14 and I lost
count of the number of breakers long
ago.
I would think the total must be in the
region of 450-500 and more on every
day.
All the high numbers. Down and gone.
"Roast Beef"
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BREAKERS DISCOUNT
WAREHOUSE
THE MIDLANDS LEADING DISTRIBUTORS OF CB/OC EQUIPMENT

We have vast stocks of our wide range of equipment for:
MOTORISTS: TRUCKERS : HOME BASE USERS
Main Agents for:
TURNER: SKIPMASTER : SIRTEL
We stock the unbeatable Avanti range of antennas. Don't waste time
and petrol- come to the experts for an unbeatable deal.

RETAIL & WHOLESALE.

OPEN MON-SAT 10am-8pm - SUN 10am-3pm

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME FROM RETAILERS WANTING THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

10 VICTORIA ST, NEWARK, NOTTS. (0636-74688)

*

•

THE BIG JIM 27
CB BASE STATION
~ntenna
FOR DX I
* The BIG J[M 27 is one of the first of the few British designed and made CB

radio antennas. This high efficiency FREE·SPACE omni·directional vertical

I

base stalon antenna measures only 9 feet long and has been specially designed
to professional standard for super DX as well as extended local working ranges.
Airlests on 27MHz have produced 59 10·4 two-way copy between the UK

BOOKS on CB
NEW Practical CB Radio Servicing. A must for all
CB operators. Covers every service and repair problem.
Cat.No. 107 Price £3.50
SPECIAL CB Dictionary. Lingo and lOA codes etc.
plus other information.
Cat.No.789 Price £1.30
Big D Guide to CB Radio. Comprehensive manual of
all aspects of CB operating and equipment. antennas and
codes etc.
Cat.No. 68 Price £3.25
Citizens Band Radio Handbook. A new edltion and

*
* The BIG JIM 27 is fully protected for all wemher conditions. Being a free·
space antenna has no radials which makes it unobtrusive and reduces wind

Cat.No. 101 Price £2.75
CB Radio for the Family. A superb book for family

resistance.
A unique high efficiency integrated helical stub malchingsystem ensures an
accurate 50 ohm match and low VSWR. An added feature is a built· in VSWR
adjuster.
Suitable for FM. AM or SSB. Max power input 80 walls peak.

choose a base station rig. selling up and operating etc.

(1)d the USA, Australia. Soulh Africa. Italy and numerous other continental
countries.
il

*

*

Price reduction

*

BIG JIM 27

ANTENNA NOW COMPLETE WITH
MAST/WALL BRACKET AND 'u'
CLAMPS. [Ne. VAT and POST.
(UK only)

£55.00

up to date guide. Covers equipment etc.

operators. Easy to read ...:nd practical.

Cat.No.69 Price £2.75
CB Handy Manual of Base Stations. How 10
Cat. No. 80 Price £1.80
CB Handy Manual of SSB. Complete guide to SSB
operating.
Cat.No. 81 Price £1.80
How to Make Walkie Talkies. A best seller. Circuits
for low power hand held and portable use for amateur and
CB bands.
Cat.No. 17 Price £1.65

OTHER CB BOOKS AVAILABLE SEND 30p (stamps
will dol for complete catalogue wilh details also of CB
cassetle lape. T·Shirts. THIcker caps ad badges elc.

CASH/CHEQUE/PUs w;lh ORDERS ONLY
Payable la ZL COMMUNICATIONS.
Trade enquiries invited

ZL COMMUNICATIONS

Cantley. Nr. Norwich. Norfolk NR13 3RT. TEL: 049-370 821 (9 to 5.30 weekdays)
Callers by appointment only
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News
Review
What the papers say about CB.
The ugly head of Bad Publicity has shown
itself on several occasions in this months press.
Allegations of violence to Post Office inspectors,
interference to television reception. amongst
other complaints. Although some of this bad
publicity is partiafly made up for by the now
familiar assortment of charity events arranged
by clubs and by co-operation in retrieving stolen
goods and tracing stolen vehicles. On the
whole most newspapers have preferred to join
the many publications trying to predict the
eventual result of government discussion on
our future, and as most of these are based only
loosely on fact they have proved to be inaccurate. The Home Office'sproposal to lega/ise CB
Radio on 928 MHz FM & 27 MHz FM in the
Autumn has been a disappointment to many,
some of this disappointment could be attributed
to a false sense of security created by some
magazines and newspaper articles, which often
emphatically stated that CB would be legal.

GPO

Hereford Evening News
They will be Pirates until
CB is Legal
"Licence fees could generate £20 million in revenue if the Government legalised CB Radio in Britain", claim the Hereford
Evening News at the start of theirfeature
article on CB. The writer, Alan Price,
informs his readers, quite accurately, of
the legal, or rather illegal, situation regarding transmissions on 27 MHz in this
country. He writes "To the uninitiated,
Citizens Band Radio is a short range
radio system, operating on 27 MHz, which
enables drivers to talk to one another
whilst on ttle road. Used widely in' America
it is still waiting official blessing in Britain".
Mr. Price estimates the number of breakers
in Britain to be about a half a million and
that these breakers are being "Constantly
hounded by the police, the Post Office
and the Customs Officials, but they still
think it's worth the risk".
"Master Blaster", a local breaker, is
quoted as saying "CB has already proved
invaluable in bad weather, for aiding the
recovery of stolen vehicles, reporting
accidents and helping the police in other
ways". His anger about the Government
delay in legalising the system, was perhaps partially relieved by condemning
the Government proposals to legalise
928 MHz as "Impractical and hazardous
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to health", as it would mean that radio
sets would cost upwards of £400 and
limit their range to "only one or two
miles".

Evening Star (Burnley)
CB enthusiasts turn
detective to home in on
missing Telecom gear
This is only one of several articles that
appeared with coverage of this example
of very quick thinking by the "Panda CB
Club". When one of British Telecom's
vans was raided and a transceiver worth
£600 was stolen, the breakers jumped at
the chance of a little good publicity, and
perhaps cause a little embarrassment to
Buzby, who used the set to listen to
illegal 27 MHz broadcasts. Within 45
minutes of the serial number being read
out at a meeting of 300 breakers, the set
was being handed in to club chairman
"Snoopy Fox".
The transceiver had apparently been
sold byaconman for£40, to a 13 year old
nephew of one of the club members.
Obviously the boy was upset to find he
had spent £40 on a stolen rig, so the
breakers club had a collection to return
the money to him.

Mr. Richard Thornber, a British Telecom
underground inspector said "We are very
glad to have the equipment back", but
refuse to comment on the pro's and con's
on CB Radio.
The police on the other hand were only
interested in trying to trace the man who
stole the transceiver in the first place.

Coventry Evening Telegraph
Kids army launches air
wave assault
"Breaker, breaker, what's your homework? Come back", that's a new one on
me, but as it transpires it's a breaker from
the Junior Breakers Club in Coventry.
The club is the subject of a feature article
in the Coventry Evening Telegraph.
It seems that the youngers were feeling
a little left out by their parents who use
CB Radio regularly and decided it was
about time they started a Breakers Club
of their own. The teeny breakers use the
money they earn on paper rounds and
Saturday jobs to buy their illegal equipment, with a little help from their parents
no doubt. "We hope to get people from
throughout Coventry interested eventually", said Paper Boy. "It's a great way of
meeting people and making friends".
"Limey Kid" was given his rig for Christ-

CB enthusiasts turn detective to home
•
••
In on missing
Te/ecom gear
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Il.·~ 10 .olvc Ihe m,atu,.
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mas and although his mum thinks it "an
expensive hobby for children". she still
thinks it·s a good idea for the children to
use CB. Myself, I'm not so sure it·s alto·
getherwise encouraging children to break
the law until they are of the "age of
consent" and therefore responsible for
their own actions. but so long as the
children use their equipment sensibly
and correctly I see no reason why they
shouldn·t communicate with the rest of
us, and so long as parents are prepared
to take the blame, the young breakers
should not get busted?

Evening Post Echo
Hazard of tracking
CB radio fans
This is one of several reports of the
alleged harassment of Post Office Officials by over enthusiastic breakers. The
report states that "The radio investigation
officers were being physically injured,
their families threatened, and some had
acid poured over their vans".
labour MP MrJohn Golding said in the
Commons, at a meeting of the British
Telecom's Bill Committee, that the in·
spectors run a serious risk of being victims
of violence and that the Breakers are not
the jolly motorists portrayed in the media.
but were intimidating officers throughout
the country.
Mr. Golding said that the problem was
worst in the North East where "The users
tend to be less desirable - to be bluntcriminals".
A letter received from the Post Office
Engineers union's North East Region
said, "We want the law enforced because
at the present time it is clear that the
police and the customs and excise have
opted out entirely. There is no way that
this should be allowed to happen".
Mr. Golding appealed, on behalf of the
union members for the assistance of
uniformed police officers in their investi·
gation work.
The minister of State for Industry prom·
ised to take the matter up with the Home
Office.
It seems that some of our not so good
buddies are bringing CB Radio into disrepute and it's up to the rest of us,
through our clubs and organisations to
stamp this kind of Bad Publicity out otherwise Open Channel wilt become out of
reach completely.

Evening Argos (Brighton)
Thanks a million Big
Breaker
An 82 year old breaker presented, on
behalf of the Adur Breakers Club and the
South Coast area Breakers club, a receiver, antenna, and power pack to spina
bifeda patient Chris Walker who is confined to a wheelchair.
Chris became interested in CB through
his friends even though he could not
afford his own set, so the du bs decided
to collect the money and buy him the
equipment.
"I am overwhelmed. I have been fascinated by CB radio for a long time and want
to do all I can to help it become legal",
said Chris, from Rushingham near Brigh·
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ton. The South Coast club secretary said
that "for people like Chris, communication
with the outside world is very important,
the receiver will help him to do this", but
he stressed that Chris would not be able
to transmit. We are confident that we are
not acting illegally or irresponsibly in
giving him this equipment.

CB £an5 make dream come true

Evening News (Worcester)
Pensioners Angry Over
Rubber Duck
Mrs. Gertie Ablett is angry that local
CB'ers are "tormenting the lives out of
dozens of Worcester Pensioners". Apparently their television viewing is being
disturbed by the "incomprehensible,
gobbledegook of CB Radio vans invading
the air waves". The residents of 30 or so
pensioners flats in Elkstone Close, Blackpool, have been complaining of the trouble
for a couple of months and eventually
the Post Office diagnosed that the interference was due to CB users and have
fitted a "Special Attachment" to the
communial aerial and thus alleviated the
problem.
Mrs. Gertie Ablett said that the disturbance was so bad "it made you want
to turn the set off' and that "it makes me
annoyed that these are ruining other
peoples only pleasure". (So let's hope
that the Post Offices mysterious "Special
Attachment" does the trick).

aLUE

Thanks a
_, ,.. million
big
...-- _- breaker
........ .... ... ... ... --,....
.. ..... . ...... _.......
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Mr. Sheppard, a shop owner from Keyford, Frome is using a poster in his shop
to warn his customers about "Official
Spies" from the Post Office. Mr. Sheppard
says that he has sold hundreds of CB
sets since he opened six months ago.
The Home Office, who say that the set
operates on a wavelength which interferes with emergency services and televisions, stated that when interference is
reported they call in the "Post Office's
British Telecom experts to investigate".
The Post Office who confirm that they
only act on Home Office instructions say,
"Regarding the use of Buzby as a warning
against us, he may be infringing our
copyright".

Shropshire Star
Help us, police ask
Radio Pirates
Police detectives investigating an armed
robbery appealed to local "pirate radio
hams" to come forward with evidence
relating to the crime. The robbery took
place i~ the car park of the Kwiksave
Supermarket, Willenhall, in Shropshire.
The victim, whose name is being withheld was lured to the car park to carry out
a transaction involving CB equipment,
but the three gun men armed with a
shotgun forced him to hand over the
£7,200 cash. The police want the CB
operators to inform them where they
purchased their radio sets so they can
trace the robbers and perhaps deter
anyone else from trying this. trick. They
also thought that the men probably thought
that due to the nature of the business
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Western Daily Press
Buzby in CB Radio Battle
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deal it wou Id not be reported. A man is
helping police with their enquiries.

Evening Courier
Violence puzzles
CB fans
The alleged campaign of violence against
the Post Office's anti·CB squad has left
Calderdales CB radio club rather bemused according to their spokesman Mr
Brian Mallinson. "Why should we attack
the investigators now?" he said. "A Bill to
legalise CB is in the pipeline". He also
reports that Post Office activity against
them was almost nil at the moment.
"Most of the members of our club are
very responsible people" said Mr Mallinson, who also announced plans to launch
a round the clock 27 MHz vigil to alert
emergency services if they saw crimes,
fires or accidents.

The Citizen
CB Radio Jammed
Hospital Services
The cardiac arrest team at Standish
Hospital, in Gloucester are complaining
that their hospital emergency bleeper
service is being disrupted by local CB
enthusiasts. Mr. Gordon Curry, the hos·
pital administrator said that the team
provided a "life or death" service and
that time was critical. He also warned
that any interference to the bleeper system could cause the loss of a life.
A spokesman from British Telecom said
that they were "actively pursuing the
matter".
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ALDERSHOT

0252 · 318141
85 ASH HILL ROAD
ASH,
ALDERSHOT

EVERYTHING CB

NEW.
NEW.
NEW.
~
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CB GEAR TO TEMPT YOU.
FREE CATALOGUE OF GOODIES.
LARGER SHOP.
ENQUIRIES. ADVICE AND HELP
9 to 6 MONDAY TO SATURDAY

CB Radio April 81

OFFICE & SHOWROOM:

1 HAMILTON COURT.
SEAMOOR ROAD,
WESTBOURNE.
TEL: 76 8787

AGENTS REQUIRED IN ALL AREAS.

OPEN 6 DAYS. LATE NIGHT:
THURS & FRIDAY. SUN 2pm-5pm.

/I

CBers "20"

HIGH STREET SERVICE STATION, 314 HIGH STREET, ALDERSHOT

ALDERSHOT 23250

CB ACCESSORIES
MANUAL
RETRACTABLE
SUPPRESSION
KIT
SW.R. METERS
TWIN TRUCKER
POWER MIKES
DV 27
AND LOTS LOTS
MORE

CUSTOM ACCESSORIES
5 '0' HORNS
MUSICAL
TRUMPETS
CALCUSTOM
TRIMBRIGHT
JACK UP KITS
TRACTION BARS
100+ CHROME
WHEELS FROM
£19.50 + VAT

HAVE A GOOD DAY AT THE 10-4 1981 CB SHOW. IF WE DON'T SEE YOU THERE
WE'RE ALWAYS HERE TO HELP
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Vultures
on the
Side
Yellow Peril - the second bust for using a CD.
Last month we covered the first
counter Ms. Box alias Yellow Peril
with the Vultures. By comparison
second encounter was brief, abrupt
straight torward, but we will let Ms.
tell you her story.

enhad
her
and
Box

Back on Channel
The next day after my encou nter with
"Batman and Robin" I went back on
channel and naturally began to explain
to all who had been listening exactly
what had happened.
Timewent by and I heard nothing of my
little escapade. infact the subject had
become something to be taken and talked
about with humour. Batman & Robin
were becoming infamous in their own

way.
One of the things that had played on
my mind was the alleged interference to
police radio, to this end I had arranged to
test with the aid of a friend who shall
remain nameless, my rig in close proximity to his police motor bike radio.
This test was unfortunately to be delayed
for as I was driving my bright Yellow
Porsche one afternoon, mike in hand
and chatting away merrily, I spied a police
car two vehicles back.

over my rig, not satisfied with this the
constable demanded the microphone.
I replied that I didn't have one and
watched as his expression changed, his
voice matched the expression, harsh.
"Well then young lady, you will just have
to be searched at the station",
I shrugged my shoulders and agreed
to follow him to the station, the officer
looked at me with slight disbelief as he
turned and got back into his vehicle. Atthe station my dear old friend John Rid
was waiting, fast when he wants to be,
must be that cape. Anyhow 'Batman' was
handed my rig which he looked at appreciately, the Jaws 11 is as most readers
know small, neat and compact. In those
days they were also very rare.
He sort of smiled and then began to
dismantle my car, actually he attacked
the splitter box deciding without so much
as a by you leave that it was crucial
evidence. The microphone was, needless to say, soon located and I was lead
off to the questioning room. It seemed
petty, so making a joke and not really
expecting results I said, "You have my
rig, you know where I am, you've still got
the details from a few wt1eks back. See
you all next time, I am off".

To my astonishment that was it, they
nodded and I left minus one Jaws Mark 11
Citizens Band Transceiver. I stopped only
long enough to grab a quick receipt.

I Pleaded Guilty
I was summonsed for both offences in
April, now almost a year ago, it seemed
peculiar that both should come together
and be sent for the same hearing, but!
Well never mind, that's life, the court
case was a farce, The whole public gallery
was jammed full of CBers, most booed
when the HomeOffice Official recited his
piece, you know it interferes with almost
every thing from little old ladies to jumbo
jets!
Once again not thinking the offence to
be serious, I co-operated and pleaded
guilty,
The fine was £200 for the first
offence, £400 for the second and
£40 court costs.
I sort of lost my cool slightly and began
to preach that such a fine was ludicrous
and that I wouldn't pay it. The judge
almost admitted that it was a heavy fine
but did nothing about it.
Ms BOX

Clear Cut
I noticed that the car seemed to be
showing some interest in me, so expecting to be stopped I unplugged the mike,
placed it in the glove box and pushed my
nice neat Jaws 11 down into the door
pocket, then I simply pulled up by the
side of the road. The twc cars passed
and sure enough the police vehicle pulled
in behind me. I folded my arms and
waited. "I believe you have a CB radio"
the voice was as before stern and authoritive. "What me?" I asked. The police
constable did not appreciate the broad
grin I had given him, he continued "I
could hear you using it, either you tell me
or I will search your vehicle",
Needless to say I had heard it all
before, at the time nobody really knew
the taw, and besides I was not into giving
the police hassle to the extent of demanding a search warrant. So I handed
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Ms Annene Dox. "Yellow Perlr', sentenced to 9 weeks Imprisonmenf.
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INTRODUCING:THE DIAL A MATCH
NO CUTTING, NO TRIMMING
JUST TWIST THE DIAL
FOR THE OPTIMUM SWR
OVER 40+ CHANNELS.

DIAL A MATCH
5fa WAVE Performance
24" - 25 watt rated
48" - 100 watt rated

For more information
contact:-

BREAKER 19
4 THE ARCADE
HITCHIN, HERTS.
HITCHIN 57826
TRADE AND RETAIL ENQUIRIES WELCOME

CB.

CB.

CB.

SUPA

Accessories

Tel: (0562) Kidderminster 742461

CB ACCESSORY CENTRE

SUPADUCK FORCB-CBACCESSORIES
pre-amps, burners. SWR/Power Meters, electric,
disguised, liresticks, K40, crooksticks, stardusters,
skylabs, power mikes, power supplies, exl. speakers
and suppression gear. All the CB - CB GOOOI ES
IN STOCK.

We stock a wide range of CB
equipment and accessories.
Come and talk to our
experienced and helpful staff.

Opening hours: Mon· Sat: 9.30·7.30 p.m. J Sun: 2 -6 p.m.

Shop premises:

24, BASKERVILLE ROAD,
off UPTON ROAD,
KIDDERMINSTER, WOReS.
CB Radio April 81

Croft Street.
Lecl<hampton,
Cheltenham. Glos.
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DXQSL
International
Club Spot
This month the Alfa Tango Club of Italy.
Hi QSL'ers Lima Charlie 1 here again, I received
information from the States that the skip is to last at a
reasonable level till 1985. ReallY long distance skip did
drop off a little from the end of January but by now it
should be building back up good and strong just ready
for the summer holidays. Whilst on the subject of holidays,
we are being asked by many American stations if there
are any English stations that would like to exchange
holidays with them, they spend two or three weeks at
your home and you then in turn spend a holiday in the
States, sounds just fine to me. This summer I have a
friend coming from Minnesota to spend a few weeks
with my family and I hope to go to Tennessee and then
on to Minnesota later this year. I will of course be staying
with CB families over there, so you see there are many
sides of QSLing/swapping and I hope our government
move themselves this year so we may make friends all
over the world on the airways without having to look
over our shoulders or pay fines in order to make friendships?

openers. I hope there will be even more club material
soon, we are still working on a club cloth badge.
Next month we have a club in Australia for you, and
news of a OX award from The English International, so
till then 73 QRT and on the Side.
LIMA CHARLlE 1.

ANATIONAl

ox GROU

....IJQIjMi~;RS: P.O.B".140-ASTI·'

The Alfa Tango Club
Well here is the lowdown on another QSL club and
this month it's the Alia Tango club of Italy, this ciub must
be one of the best clubs around, they have many OX
awards for their members, some of which are pretty
easy to win. One award is to QSO with five different
Italian stations, now someone tell me that's hard. I have
tried many Italian clubs, some I have never even
received a club package from. Others I would not thank
you for the cheapness of their package, and on one
occasion I received the club package eight months later
and not the fault of the Post Office, sorry to say. But back
to the Alfa Tango, the club president is Aldo hence the
club name! I have received many letters from Aldo and
his English writing is really fantastic, the club always
answers by return of post. I think this is most important
for a good club as it is appreciated by members and
does give a good impression. I was very surprised and
very pleased to receive a christmas card from Aldo
wishing myself and my countrymen all the best for 1981.
For me all I can say that it's the only club in Italy, once
more there is not much you can add when the club is
good.
Now a little about how things are going here at the
English International. We now have available official
club cards, club log books, a must for the OX'er and club
T-shirts and Sweat shirts, and even pens with letter
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Alfa Tango International DX Group
v••
DX QSL Star Rating

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
. 11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

World Recognition
Distribution
QSL Response time
Club Stamp

Club QSL Cards
OX Unit Number
Wall Certificate
ID Card
Club Roster
Club Patch/Badge
OX Log Book
Club Accessories
Club Information
Tourist Information

Cassette Swap
Club Postage
Life Membership
Discount XYL
Membership
Value for Money
Overall Presentation

Total Star Rating

First

Class

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Fair
Second
Class

Third
Rate

No

*
*
*
*

16
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SOUND
AROUND

.$J!. (!tZ'td

DEALER LIST.
C & It Auto ~a"s Lld..
Asncoll
Somerset
Tel; AShCOll 210214

'J)1} ,

P"ntshop
14 Col<Jlarbouf Lane
Haves, Midd>l
'
Tol: 01·848 9241
A & C H~",s
Ashlead, Sulfey

lel: 27 72290

01-5755030

Raymac Olsphty
Hounslow
Mllkb.
rei 01·570 9116

Golden N",mbe.s
KHldcrm,n'sl!tf
\\orCi!5l(!1

lel: I(HkJlllm,,,stcr 745669

CAR RADIO AND STEREOS
SUPPLIED, FITTED AND REPAIRED

Cha.lte &avo
Chelmer C8 Accessolles
Ctoelmsfo.d

Tunbrldge Wells

ler 089234201

Esse"
Tel: Chelmsford 87698

SEE US ON

Chlll>nel I CB Centre

fbchfo.d. Esse"
Tel: 0102 54055

STAND 2

Clan Car ComponCllIS

PO,1 Glasgow

AT THE 10-4 1981 CB SHOW

ScOllood

The Duke IJ'ml

lel: 0475 41378

GodalnMg. Surrey
Tel; Godalm,ng 20134

Formula One

Renfrew, Scotland
Tel: 041 8850330

SOUND AROUND FOR
ALL YOU REQUIRE IN CB
OR IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT

Doug Cleland
Cockermoulll, Cumbria
Tel: COcJr.CfIl'lOUlh 824385

CB ACCESSORIES
SOUND AROUND
114 RUISLIP ROAD
GREENFORD
MIDDLESEX

B

BreakIng Po,nt

Slcvenage
lpl' Slevenage 811250
C.B. EqUIpment SpecIalIsts
Wallan • on • Thames, Suffev

J Slocks &- Co
Huddc<sllcld

lel: w.o.T. 47395

Tel;

Ibyd Electronu;:s

25829

Poole Logic
Poote, Do,sCl
Tel; Bournemouth 769317

Gate. Sales
k"marnod<
lel; K,lmarl\OCk 317116

1 Moorland C'ese.•
Mapplel'lcll. Barns'cv
S. Yo,kshuc
All enq.." "es.
PRINTSHOp
14 Coldhaorbotlr lane
Haves. M,cklleselt

lel 01·848 9241

I'

III
,;1 .' $"

III

J

V<

00

19iJ

Stood 3~ at lI1e IQ-ft.
10-1,.1 ~

ca .SHOW

SOUTH COAST DISCOUNT
STORES LTD

9A ARUNDEL ROAD, LlTTLEHAMPTON, WEST SUSSEX
LAND LINE "i" (09064) 22882
MOST CB RADIO ACCESSORIES IN STOCK NOW!
ALSO CAR RAOIOS & CASSETTE PLAYERS
FROM £15.

U'VE SEEN
YOTHE RESTT
HE
WSE E
NO BEST!

VIOEO FILMS FOR RENT OR BUY
VIOEO RECOROERS & COLOUR TVs
10010 OISCOUNT TO CB CLUB
MEMBERS OR ON PROOUCTION OF
THIS AO.
MANY OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE: T-SHIRTS, CAPS,
BADGES, BOOKS & FREE ADVICE.
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~ BREAKERWAY .

MID CORNWALL

CB

~!$~:"'::::4-/~~ ~E~D~F~;H~B~~II
SWITCH·ON LATER THIS
YEAR? DON'T WAIT 'TIL
1
THE LAST MINUTE FOR
THOSE CB ITEMS THAT
YOU CAN LEGALLY·
INSTALL RIGHT NOW WE STOCK THE LOT! \

1

I

CALL 0633·213332 NOWl \

J.----.-----_....1
101 ALEXANDRA ROAD,

NEWPORT,
GWENT,

TEL: (06331 213332

CENTRE

MOBILE RADIO SERVICES
All Accessories Available
Antennas, S.WR. Meters, Slide Mounts,
Extension Speakers, etc. etc.

TRENANCE ROAD
ST. AUSTELL
PHONE: ST. AUSTELL

(0726) 5429

.. J

AGENTS FOR

1YI!!~cs~1~~~~'.

DON'T BE A 10-1 TURKEY
COME TO
.
I

Brllalns newest CB. Sho:J at - 69. Out NO'lhgJl0. Bury SI
Edmunds. Pho;1e 4054 and Denver Aulos (Skid Parish I Troston.
Nr. Bury SI. Edumnds Edmunds. PhO:le 035 96 50'3

Phone Bury St. Edmunds (035 96) 506

DELTA
ELECTRONICS
OPEN 6 DAYS - '12 DAY SUNDAY

972 EASTERN AVENUE
NEWBURY PARK
ESSEX
01-5902240

Main Agent for Mura ElectroniCS Accessories.
Largest selection of C.B. accessones In East Anglia. over 30
different types of Antenna's base. mobile. K40, firestick, mag
mounts. disgUise. electnc. trucker·t\Vins, gutter-mounts. etc.
Power mlkes. speech processors. 13 B/mains power supply.
S.W R.tpower meters. antenna rotators, P.A. horns. Tweety
birds. space birds. plugs. C:)3X. books. magazines. hats. badges
"itlskers. spliller boxes. linear amps. 2 SW·1 OOOW. T.V I. tillers,
e)(tenSlon speakers. C.B. records, slide mounts. suppressors.
monitors.
TranSistors and spares. In fact almost everything for you CBer's.
Free Technical Advice
Fast fitting and repair service
Anyone interested in joining
a C.B. club 'phone for Sk:d.
Barclay Car:!. Access Card, American Express welcome. Mail
Order, C 0.0.
Why not eyeball u<; f'om Barn' B.30pm 7 days a week
10-10 Good BuddIes.

SEND SAE FOR OUR PRICE LIST
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SWEATSH IRTS

T·SHIRTS
A superb Qualrty heavyweight T-Shirt personalised with the standard CB XUK logo and
YOUR HANDlE ThroughOut OUI gOlmen! longs
we use only screen printing methOds. NOT
'IRON-ON' tronsfels. which means thot your
handle will not disintegrate when washed or

""_

SIZES: S. M. L Xl.
COLOURS: NAW, RED. SKY BLUE

We use only the best quolJly American SWeatshirts. individually screen-printed With the
discreet and tasteful standord CB':t:. UK logo
and your own hondle One of our most popular
lines. which look great on both him and her.
Our shirts ore a must lor the CB'er who wants to
stand out from the crowd
SIZES- S. M. L XL
COLOUR NAVY, GREY. RED. SKY BLUE

BODYWARMERS
NEW FROM PRINTOUT PROMOTION$; We looked
hard 10 find 0 gOOd Quality British-mode
example of this increasingly popular. fashionable and practical garment This time yoU!
handle will be printed on a speciolly designed
clOth badge which will be seculely positioned
in the bleast position. Great lOOks. greet value
and ideol for eyebolling on cold winter nights.
SIZES: S. M, L Xl

COlOURS: BlACK NAVY. OLIVE GREEN.

HOW TO ORDER
Please print your arderon plain poper in Block Capilols slating clearly your:

Name. address, handle, ColOUI choice (2nd colour choice if possible) and
size. We guolontee despatch within 21 days of receipt of yOUr order
Please make cheques/PO's payable to·

CLUB SECTION CLUB SECTION CLUB SECTION

PRINTOUT PROMOTIONS
CB SPECIALISTS,
DEPT
28A ABINGTON SQUARE,
NORTHAMPTON.

cas

Telephone: (0604) 30804

OUR LATEST 12 PAGE MAIL ORDER/CLUB CATA.
LOGUE Will BE SENT FREE WITH EACH ORDER.
FOR CATALOGUE ONLY PLEASE SEND SAE.
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CB Radio
Project Two
Antenna Matcher for 27 MHz
by F.e. Judd
Whilst an antenna matcher is not the
be all and end all of obtaining an accurate
match between a transmitter and its
antenna, it is at least effective in what
might be called, stubborn cases. If an
antenna with an input impedance of 50
ohms isweH designed there should really
be no need for any form of matching unit
or indeed the necessity of pruning the
length of co-axial cable used to feed the
antenna. In some instances however,
poor matching and hence an unreasonably high VSWR reading, can often be
due to poor siting of the antenna itself,
for example, by being too near the ground
or else in close proximity with other
antennas, metal gulter pipes, metallic
roof tops etc., in fact anything that is
capable of conducting radio frequency
current. With such conditons prevailing
an antenna can become de-tuned from
its resonant frequency and this in itself is
a CQmmon causeformismatch and higher
than normal VSWR. Some antennas, although otherwise reasonably well designed will often fail to match accurately.
There are a multitude of reasons for this
all of which are too varied and complex to
deal with in this article. On the other
hand if an antenna is so badly designed
and has a very large mismatch with the
impedance of the cable it is designed to
work with e.g. 50 ohms then not even an
antenna matcherwill effect improvement.

~

FROM
IRANSM:nER
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TO ANTENNA
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S1, ABC 3-pole 3-way Switch
C1, C2 Jackson air spaced variable capacitors
L 1 and L2 (see fig 3.)

EARTH TO
METAL CASE

"

EARTH TO
METAL CASE

Fig.1: Circuit diagram of the pi-network antenna matcher.

Fig 3

x

The amount of mismatch correction
that a conventional antenna matcherwill
allow can be little more than about plus
or minus 30% of the nominal impedance,
which for most CB radio antennas and
modern transmitters has been standardized on 50 ohms.
The design offered here will cater for a
full 30% mismatch relative to a transmitter/feed cable nominal working impedance of 50 ohms. The matcher is of
course designed for 27MHz only and
whilst th~ input impedance is constant
for 50 ohms it will cater for an output
impedance range of between 15 and
150 ohms by means of switched internal
components and the two panel tuning
controls. The matcher also has the small
extra feature of an LED power indicator
which shows that power is present through

'"

(Power ,MOCt'orl

L1

R

2Qmm

ToIol
6V~
Turns

f-

16SWG
Tinned .Copper
Wire

2

18mm
dia.

TAPS

2 Turns
Insulated Thin
Wire

25mm
approx.

LEO POWER PICKUP
MAIN TUNING COIL L 1

COil L2

Flg.3: How Ihe main tuning coil l1 ond the LED coupling coil l2 ore mode.
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UHf SOCKUtTO U)(E

PU~9

PLuG,

LID Of"

OIEC~SI

Box ,fltONl,

,-

T

I
Fig.2: Derails of housing (die-cosl box os specified) and drilling erc. CA and B) positions of UHF sockets for Pl259 plugs. Cc) Panel component positions.

In....I.ling PtIlar

Connection
10 l2

Supports coil'nd
lEO(cOnnltCl' la

~

OUTPUT
SOCKET
TO ANTENNA

.t Output
Socket
E.rth

L21

the circuit when the transmitter is on and
the matcher is in use.

o

M....,N TUNINO"C::O::;";..._4+-_
INPUT

U

SOCKET

~21in""$)

fTRANSMlnERt

~~~~==~~~~;~~~~g~~~~~~~~=~~~~

.tlnput

Sock"

E 'fth

18$WG
COPPER WIRE
EARTHING BUS BAR

S..... 'tch connKhons
liS on C"CU'1 diagram

Fig.4: Connections between internol components (for switch Si connecTions see fexl and fig.5).
TAP 1 Ill)

• •

NOT

USED

Lt (X)

.

•

3

NOT

,

USEO

3
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The theoretical circuit isshown in fig: 1
and consists of a tunable pi-network with
switched fixed value and variable capacitors and the main inductance L 1. With
the switch (51) on position 1 the total
input and output capacitance of the pinetwork is at maximum, although variable
r4w,Ol by virtue of Cl and C2 and the
in circuit is at minimum which provides
an output matching range of between 15
and 50 ohms. With 51 at position 2 the
input/output fixed capacitors are switched
out of circuit but the total inductance of
L 1 is increased in order to provide an
output matchi!lg range of between 50
and 100 ohms. With 51 at position 3the
variable capacitance range is still the
same of course but the inductance of L 1
is further increased to provide an output
matching range of between 100 and 200
ohms. When power is on i.e., when the
transmitter is operating with the matcher
in circuit, the LEO indicator becomes
illuminated, the small current for this
being picked up by the two turn coil (L2)
from the main inductance.

Construction
EARTH RAil

Fig.5: Connections IQ rhe three position switch (see rext regording type of sWitch).

The Circuit

The antenna matcher must of course
be housed in an all metal box as shown in
the photographs and in fig.2. This is a
diecast aluminium box of a type that is
continued over •..
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quite easy to obtain from radio component
dealers. If the size specified is obtained
then layout etc. for the panel controls
and internal items can be arranged as
shown in the various diagrams.
First it is important that the main tuning
inductance L 1 is correctly made of 16
SWG tinned copper wire wound to the
diameter given and with the separate
turns spaced as indicated in Fig.3. The
LED coupling coil consists of 2 turns of
thin insulated wire as shown and this is
later coupled to the main coil as in fig. 6.
The layout of most of the wiring etc. is
shown if"! fig.4 and the photographs will
give further details. The wiring of the
switch S1 is given separately in fig.5 and
for the prototype this was a 4-pole threeway switch as shown but with one section
unused. Switches for three-pole threeway connections only are sometimes
difficult to get hold of so it is quite in order
to use a three pole four-way as shown in
the prototype.
The final stage is the connection of the
LED coupling coil L2 to the LED of the
panel and setting the position ofthis coil
around the main inductance L 1 as in
fig.6. It can simply be pushed into the
space between two of the turns of L 1.
This coupling coil picks up a small amount
of current flowing in L 1 which in turn will
produce sufficient voltage to light the
LED even with a transmitter power as
low as 5 watts.

Fig 6

X

.------

MAIN TUNING COIL L 1

dia.

20mm

2
Flg.6: \Vhe-n

o~mbly

IRAN$MITTER

1$ (ample-red rhe-LED pidl-up (011 L2 Is pushed bl!lWHn adjacent rurns on !hE' main (011 os shown.

... 'HENNA
MATe ER
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Fig.7: How the antenna marcher is connected for use.

The 2 Turn coil l2
IS pushed in belween
two 01 the turns on II

18mm

Fig 7
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The Antenna Matcher in
Use
The correct way to use a matching unit
of this nature is shown in fig.7 connected
between the transmitter and the antenna
feed cable but with the VSWR meter in
circuit BEFORE THE MATCHER. The
object of using the matcher is to obtain
the lowest VSWR reading possible and
this is simply a matter of finding the right
combination of the switched position
(either 1, 2 or 3) in conjunction with
adjustment of the two tuning controls
(C1 and C2). As already mentioned the
maximum output impedance range is 15
to 150 ohms. If the antenna mismatch
relative to 50 ohms is outside this range
then neither this or any similar antenna
matcherwill be of any use, i.e., the antenna
will be beyond obtaining an effective
match to a 50 ohm output.

Antenna Matcher
Components List
1 Diecast box 14 x 64 x 55mrn
RS Components type 509·989
2 UHF sockets (for PL259 plugs)
RS Components type 455· 725
Switch S1. 3-pole four way or 3-pole 3
way (see text)
Variable capacitors C1 and C2 Jackson
type C804 air-spaced
1OOpFD (Bi·Pak No. 336)
C3 22pFd silver mica
C4 68pFd silver mica
LED Any standard'type or
RS Components type 586·475
Wire for L 1 and L2 as in text and diagrams
Control knobs (2) for Cl and C2
Control knob (1) for switch S 1
The complete unit showing Internal wlrtng.
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ACCESSORIES FOR
RADIOCOMMUNICATION AND VIDEO
_.

~~f'

·.::;It••• -

I

SPECIAL-LOUDSPEAKER

~

WIRE-WOUND
ANTENNAS

.

SWITCHES

POWER SUPPLIES

PLUGS

SWR-METERS

+ CABLE

MONITOR

MOBILE + BASE ANTENNAS

If you are a distributor, retailer or wholesaler please contact us! We will supply you with the
equipments which will completely satisfy your demands. We are the specialists for CB radiocommunication and professionals as well as for VIDEO equipments. Our stocks contains more than
5000 various articles for CB, HAM and VIDEO friends. We supply to more than 4000 distributors,
dealers and wholesalers around the world.

WHY NOT TO YOU?

@J

COME AND JOIN US!

HIMMELREICH . electronics GmbH & Co. KG
po. Box' D- 7103 Schwaigern . Telex: 0728479 hifu d
WeststraBe 1- Showroom' ErwinstraBe 5 - Stock' Phone: (07138) 5091/5092/7401/8266

West-Germany
CB Radio April 81
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The Law
and You
The Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949.
In previous issues we have touched on the rights of
CBers and the manner in which they are often apprehended, now it is our intention to look at the W.T. Act.
This is the Act which loosely covers CB and is almost
always quoted at the offending CBer. we say loosely
covers, because it was never truly intended nor designed
to catch vast amounts of mobile illegal radio stations.

Licencing of Wireless Telegraphy
No person shall establish any station for wireless
telegraphy or install or use any apparatus for wireless
telegraphy except under the authority of a licence in
that behalf granted by the Postmaster General, (Minister
of Posts and Telecommunications, since 1st October
1969) and any person who establishes or uses any
station for wireless telegraphy except under and in
accordance with such a licence shall be guilty of an
offence under this Act.

Definition of Wireless Telegraphy
In this Act except where the context otherwise requires,
the expression "Wireless Telegraphy" means the emitting or receiving over paths which are not provided by
any material substance constructed or arranged for that
purpose, of electromagnetic energy of a frequency not
exceeding three million megacycles a second, being
energy which either:(a) serves for the conveying of messages, sound or
visual images (whether the messages, sound or
images are actually received by any person or not),
or for the actuation or control of machinery or
apparatus; or
(b) is used in connection with the determination of
position, bearing or distance, or for the gaining of
information as to the presence, absence. oosition
or motion of any object or of any objects of any class.
Reference to stations for wireless telegraphy and
apparatus for wireless telegraphy or wireless telegraphy
shall be construed as reference to stations and apparatus
for the emitting or receiving as aforesaid of such electromagnetic energy as aforesaid.

The entry and search of premises,
etc.

the peace, or. if in Scotland, the sheriff is satisfied by
information on oath that there is reasonable ground for
suspecting that an offence under this Act has been or is
being committed, and that evidence of the commission
of this offence is to be found on any premises specified
in the information, or in any vehicle, vessel or aircraft so
specified, he may grant a search warrant authorising
any person or persons authorised in that behalf by the
Postmaster General and named in the warrant, with
or without any constables, to enter at any time within
one month from the date of the warrant. the premises
specified in the information or as the case may be, the
vehicle, vessel or aircraft so specified and any premises
upon which it may be, and to search the premises or as
the case may be, the vehicle, vessel or aircraft and to
examine and test any apparatus found on the premises,
vessel, vehicle or aircraft.
Where under this section a person has a right to
examine and test any apparatus on any premises or in
any vessel, aircraft or vehicle, it shall be the duty of any
person who is on the premises, or is in charge of, or in
attendance on, the vessel, aircraft or vehicle, to give him
any such assistance as he may reasonably require in
the examination or testing of the apparatus.
Any person who(a) obstructs any person in the exercise of the powers
conferred on him under this section; or
(b) fails or refuses to give to any such person any
assistance which he is under this section under a
duty to give to him; or
(c) discloses, otherwise than for the purposes of this
Act or of any report of proceedings thereunder, any
information obtained by means of the exercise of
powers under this Act, being information with regard
to any manufacturing process or trade secret, shall
be guilty of any offence under this Act ...

Only the basics.
Here we have only touched the tip of the proverbial ice
berg. Next month we will start to look at the w.T. Act in
more detail.

Don't forget to send off your details to CB
Radio Magazine Central Information Bureau
if you have appeared in court or have been
fined for a CB related offence.

If, in England, Wales or Northern Ireland, a justice of
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CHELSEA CB
CENTRE
73-77 BRITANNIA ROAD FULHAM LONDON SW6
OPEN 7.45 TILL 4.30
MONDAY TO FRIDAY
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

DISCOUNTS GIVEN
TO CLUB MEMBERS
WITH CLUB CARDS

«~'1e\"'\. antennas D

WE DO NOT SELL
NOR CAN WE SUPPLY
RIGS 'UNTIL LEGAL'

01-731 0027

ASK FOR STEVE OR TONY
TRADE ENQUIRJES WELCOME

SPECIALISTS IN ALL
CB ACCESSORIES

CHELSEA CB CENTRE
UKDEALERS

A WIDE SELECTION OF:AERIALS, MOBILE & BASE, POWER SUPPLIES,
PRE-AMPS, BURNERS & SO ON.

Ackrington-Gcartecks Ltd., 30-32 Bemlcigh Road, Akrington, Lancs.
0254 392 366

AVANTI SKINNY STICKS NOW IN STOCK
SPECIAL OFFER £9.50

*

*

ALL AVANTI NOW ON CLEARANCE PRICES

*

*

SPECIAL OFFER
HARADA MANUAL RETRACTABLES WITH
SPUTTER BOX £16

*

*

COMING SOON
DIRECT FROM THE U.S. ofA "THE FABULOUS VSB I
UNIT" a voice compressor and signal expander, 'has to be
heard to be believed' (easily installed in any rig).

CB Radio April 81

Bamstaple-Barnstaplc CB Centre. 4 Sarurn Arcade, Beer Street,
Bams!aple.
0271 7891 I
Chessington-Chessington CB Centre, Oakcrust Road. Chessinglon,

Surrey.
391.0088
Cwmbrain-Cwmbrain CB Centre, 10 Newton Wynd, Fairwater,
Cwmbrain, Gwent, Wales.
063335683
Gillingham-Tcllywisc Ltd, 17 Canterbury Street, Gillingham, Kent.
063452670
Glasgow-Brian A Pearson Ltd, 66 MoncurStrecl. Glasgow, Scotland.

041 5524348
Lcathcrhcad-Rcproprint Leisure, 70 Gravel Hilt, Lcathcrhcad, Surrey
537 7850
London-Cliff Davics Cars, Goldhawk Road, London W4. 741 2817
Stanley·Penh & Fife CB Centre, Penh Road Garage, Stanley,
Perthshire.
073 882 291
New, just opened - Horley CB Cenlre.
02934 74 997
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Come Back
the Breaker
A Correspondence spot for those interested in CD.

Thankyou Huddersfield
Breakers
I expect by now that you all know about
the 3 year old girl, Zoey Jane Thompson
who went missing from her home in
Huddersfield. Her grandfather Mr. P.
Compton rang us up and asked us if we
would print a mention for the 400
Huddersfield Breakers who took part in
the search for her. He really is very
grateful for the time and effort that they
gave to participate in this search.
Unfortunately little Zoey died from the
extreme cold. But he still wishes to say
Thank You to the GB'ers in Huddersfield.

Thankyou to Boomer
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank on behalf of my X.Y.L. Butterfly, the
breakers who helped her out and espec'
ially Boomerof Nottingham, who relayed
the phone calls to her works 20 and the
RAC when she was slightly stuck (no
clutch) on the A61 0 into Nottingham on
Thursday the 5th of Feburary. If Boomer
or any of the other breakers are ever in
our area call us up we owe you one.
TRAPPER J (NOnS)

'Detroit Tiger'
A local breaker, "Detroit Tiger' had an
argument with a tree wilst driving his car
back on January 9th this year and has
been in a semi coma since. His XYL
"Hallmark" has got permission to set up
his rig (as a monitor only) beside his bed
in Cuckfield Hospital Sussex. He has a
set of headphones plugged in and his
rig on channe~ 25 so that all the local
breakers can call him up and hopefully
help to bring him round.
Any passing breakers can help by calling
the above on 25 between 8 and 9pm and
10.30pm and midnight.
All the high numbers.
WOMBAT

introduce people to clubs and help with
any other enquiries about CB. Obviously
until CB is legalised there must be the
greatest care to ensure that a safe address
is given to us, to be passed on to the
enquirer.
This service is not sponsored by any'
')ne, neither is it connected with any
clubs or organisations, We hope that if
you find this service beneficial, you will
send a donation to help us help others.
If you write to us enquiring about clubs,
then please send a SAE and a small
donation to help with expenses, and
please do not phone affer 11 pm.
We will be at the Citizens Band Radio
Show, to be held on the 2nd - 4th May
1981, in Warwickshire, so see you there,
more details from CRIS.
GRAHAM BRISCO (TEDDY BEAR)
& LOUISE BRISCOE (WONDER WOMAN)

French QSL
Since my card and address was first
published in CB Radio back in August, I
have received many British OSL's and I
have answered most of them.
It does seem to me that quite a few
British CB Operators do not understand
the full meaning of QSL cards and how to
swap so I would like to point out a few
tips.
When sending a QSL always sign and
date it, also one should mention if you
require a card in return. It is customary to
detail how you received your card and
from whom, i.e. I received your card via
CB Radio Mag.

QSL 100%, if you don't then simply
don't write. You will be wasting your time
and money as well as many other people's.
If you say you do QSL 100% then you
must make a point of answering every
signed and dated card you receive.
I will be most pleased to receive your
QSL card and if it is signed and dated I
will QSL 100%, I am a representative for
many QSL swap clubs and the following
are addresses of clubs that will QSL
100%.
Germany:
Super Stinky QSL Club,
Postfach 2664
6750 Kaiserslautern
W Germany.

o

USA:
Oregon Trail QSL Club,
P.O. Box 406 Talent,
Oregon 97540
USA.
New Zealand:
New Zealand Worldwide OSL Club,
P.O. Box 83020
Te Atatu South
Auckland
New Zealand.
My own address, should you wish to
QSL or if require a french CB friend, is:
Michel Tremeau
42 Rue Felicie
92230 Gennevilliers
France/Europe.

aso and all

May I wish you all a good
the best from me ORT, MicheL

Citizens Band Radio
Information Service
(C.R.I.S.)
As the CB Radio following is increasing
daily and more people want to know all
about CB Radio and clubs we have started
this information service. It will be man·
aged by my husband and myself, so
there will be someone to answer the
phone at most times.
The main function of CRIS will be to
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FOR ALL CB AND AMATEUR RADIO ACCESSORIES
PHONE:

DORKING (0306) 883314
SURREY SUSSEX ELECTRONICS
27 MEADOWBROOK ROAD
9.30- 6.00
MON -SAT
TRADE ENQUIRIES
DORKING SURREY
10-2SUN
WELCOME

ATTENTION EAST ANGLIA

COMMIV
CB Accessories
Base Station aerials installed.
STARDUSTERS, HALFWAYS, BEAMS, ROTORS,
HOLES AND FITTINGS FROM STOCK.

Talk to the experts.

154 HIGH STREET
LAKENHEATH
SUFFOLK

LARGEST
STOCKS OF CB ACCESSORIES
IN WEST OF ENGLAND
We carry over 50 types of Antenna, Burners,
Pre-Amps, SWRs, PA Horns, Speakers,
Suppressors, Power Supplies Etc.
JUST LOOK AT THESE PRICES
Dv Sunlel C5.95
Dv Suntet C5.95
K 27 Disguised C9.95
SWR Meler £5.95
Manual Retractable £11.50
PA Horns £3.95
Disguised Steel Whip £11.95
Slardusters 1:23.50
3·5 amp Power Supply £:13.95
AP 25 Wht Burner e22.50
Twin burners from C15.95
Hybar Silver Rnd £22.50
MANY OTHER ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION

KERNOW AUDIO & SOUND
81 Mina Road, 5t Wersburghs, Bristol. Tel 541254
Open Mon-Sat 9.30am-7.00pm. Sun 10.00am-2.00pm
2 minutes from M32

THETFORD 860475
CB Radio April 81
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C'[~S'SIFlrED~ADVERTS~
10 PENCE PER WORD NO MINIUM OR MAXIMUM YOUR NAME & ADDRESS MUST ACCOMPANY
ADVERTISEMENT AND IS NO CONFIDENTIL

CB Receiver 40 Channel wIth Squelch, also receives AirPS we and TV/FM. RRP £:21.95. My pnce £:14.95. Post
free. J B Gardner, 123 Carrington Lane, Sale,

CheShire.
DONCASTER & DISTRICTC.B. ACCESSORIES. We
carry one of the largest slocks in the area at realistic
prices e.g. DV 27 -£:5.99- TWin Truckers Earscomplele£28.50 All equipment guaranteed at ourlwobranchesal

WEEKEND D.I.V. MOTORIST, Unit, Thorne Rd,
Stainforth, oH M16 June 6, Tel Doneaster 841829/
841001 & 12·13 Main View Edlington off A1M
junction 4630, Tel. Rotherham 863792. This MagaZine available from both shops. Open Monday-Saturday
9am to 6pm. Stamlorlh shOp open Sunday lOam 10
12.30pm.
Bournemouth and Poole Breakers vIS.1 our newshop
al Edgcumbe CB. Randolph Road. Upper Parkslone.
Poole. Special offer K.40 Mikes C25.00 while stocks
last, includes VAT.

Badges and Tee Shins. Personal handles printed 10
Ofder. Commlllees are mVlted 10 send for quotallOn on
rates and samples. All prolils are 10 benefit the lunlOf
section of our CB Club Please wrlle to The Rooting
Man, clo The Colditz Shack, 289 Coalistand Road,
Oungannon, Co. Tyrone, N,lreland.

CB Receiver Porlable receives all 40 channels. plus 54174 MHz.operc.leson4 HP7 baUefles.alsoexternaID.C.
socket, yolume and squelch controllelescopic antenna.
earphone. (16.50 C.O.d. rncluded Tel. 041 881 3824
24hl answering service. trae enqulrres welcome.
~atellite aerials, making CB aefial base slat ions. Trade
enqulfles welcome. A.W. Badland Lld .• Roetan Trading
Estale. PrOVidence Street, Lye. Stourbridge. Wesl
Midlands.

Look SWR/Power/FS combined £8.00 slide mounts
(3.75 disguIsed antenna with spliUer £ 14.00 many more
bargains. McNlcholas BirCh House. Moul'lt Pleasanl.
Kidsgrove. Stoke on Trel'll. 07816 72156 add 1000
carnage.
Motor Budget Centres (DENMARK ASSOCIATES
LTD.) for all your CB. We have a complete range at real
prices. Stardusler £25. Polecat £26. GP227 C25. Wh.skey
(26. PL259's 6Op. Powermikes from £9.50 P.A. Horns.
S.W.R·s from £9.45 New Lme every week direct from
U.S.A. Open 7 days a week at: No. 1 Vattenden Road,
Horley, Surrey. Te1102934) 71404-5473.

HEAT SEALED CLUB CAROS

Pen Pals Wanted. By boys and girls of the Charlle
Tango CB Club aqes to·t6 years old. Please vmle lor
delalls to B.Kaye (Chairman Jun,or secllonJ. CharJie
Tango c/o The Coldllz Shack. 289 Coahsland Road.
Dungannon. Co. Tyrone N.lreland.
"CB 4 GB", 2'. Inch colour pm·on badges. Gel Ihe
message across nowt 60p each. Also handle badges
deSigned exclUSively for you l £1.00 each Holly House
Publiciltions, 2 Holly Road, St. Mary's Bay, Kent.

HAVE YOUR CLUB CARDS SEALED IN
TRANSPARENT PLASTIC, UNBREAKABLE, WATERPROOF,SMART& LONG
LASTING.
lOp each (quantity discount available)

Sale. Mura Cordless Telephones. 400 feel range. Corn'
plete Unit. mcludes Base Unit. Power Supply. Portable
Telephone. £47.50 plus £ 1.00 p&p.lelephone Porlhcawl
106567116138 for del ails.

Breaker Break. BUild your own CB Rig. (27 '.11Hz
transce'ver) Full CirculI diagram parts list. elC. All com·
pol'lents ava,lable In UK. Send a large S.A.E. and C2 95 to
P. Sherwood, 8K Aylestone Walk, Manchester,
Ml09NU.
ScarborOU9k, Derwent Radio. The hobby electroniCS
shop for CB accessofles. amaleur radiO and compuler
supplies. books. magaZines and components. 5 Colum·
bus RaVine 0723·65996.
Big 4 CB Log Book. Keep a complete record of all YOUf
copIes Dat"'s. Handles. '20'5'. A.D's. Eyeballs Rigs. "'IC.
plus' 1O' Code elc. Only (1.1 Op post ffee. L.C.R. System
COl'ltrols, Lyneal, Shropshire.
Romeo. Ecko. Charlie. Oscar. Romeo. Delta.
Separation. Bravo. Oscar. Oscar. K.lo Sierra D.X
RECORD BOOKS. Keep complete and accurate recOlds
<.of all cop.es and co·ordlnallons Includes:-In$lrucltoos.
lnlernahonal 0 Codes World Map Blanks PhonetIC
Alphabet. Channels. FrequenCies. lip Codes OSL OSO
",IC Only £1.30 Postlree by ,elurn from L.C.R. System
COl'ltrols, Lyneal, Shropshire.
EVEBALL BADGES. Be known al a glance. With your
handle embossed on superb quality execullve slyled prn
on badge Get the best personalised C.B. Badge. Avail·
able today Only £1.00 each - Post Free (Wholesale lOf
clubs) Enterprise Products, 97 Kenmoor Way,
Chapel Park, NewcasUe-upon-Tyne, NE' 1 UB.

The Big Jim 27 base antenna With garn. length only 9
feel. S.A.E. for mall order, details to Ryedale Automatics
28 Wood Street, Norton, Malton, V017 9BA,
Rigs for sale, also fUll range of accessories. Tefephone
0932862556. Ask for Sieve. S.R.U. Autos, 229 C hertsey Road, Add/estone, Surrey.
Personalised CB Handle Keyrings, ~Bftng It 01'1 back
to YOUR HANDLE 9Op. ~Ladv Breaker" Mlfror keYflngs
9Op.CB Memo Pad 70p. CB lOO page log books 11- .. 8~
approx. - £1.75. CB Pen & PenCIl SOP. CB Wallet for
above Items or magazine etc. SOp. Stallonery set of all
lour Items £3.20. All priCes Inelude posl and packing.
send to:- J.R.'s CB Stationery, 46b Bath Street,
IIkeston, Derbyshire, DE7 8FD Mail Order Only.
w

"THE BIG DUMMY'SGUIDE toCe RADIO (2.95, 'The
Complele 1980 CB Handbook' published by Avon books
£2.25. both available from Derek Grlllen. 131 Richmond
Park Roa,!, Bournemoulh. BH8 8UA. rnclude 25p 101 pap.
OTH. aSL cards fOI Counlles and areas In Greal Brlta,n
In beautilulcolour and gloss Ilnlsh. SImilar 10 state cards
collecled In lhe U.S.A. AI the momenl a lull sel comprises
01 53 cards. COMPETITION ... Anyone who can send a
lull set 01 OSL cards with the name. address. s.gned and
dated rn the areasshowl'l on the cards, we will retufn lhe
fullsel plus 5OlreecaldsofyourcholCe. Send S.A.E. for 1
set of counties afso card diSlrlootlon servICe. M & S
Cooper(Enterprisesl Limited, P.O. Box 5, Horsham
West Sussex, RH12 3SX.
Freebee CB alf accessories Free fit ling. Lots of goodies
to eyeball. SI. Auslell. 322084 Hiltview CUffian Road
Nanpean. St Auslell. Cornwall.

Spire Town CB Speciilllsts for all CB accessories.
Eyeball us al 17 VictOria Street. Brampton. Chesterfield
Derbyshlres ·Best".
RAYMAC DISPLAY lor club sllckers. posters. palch
badges. I·shlrts. pvc OSL cards. pennants. pens. and
ruhber slam ps. telephone. call or write 10 UnIt 24.
National Works. Bath Road. Hounslow. Middlesex 015709116.
Radio Caroline latest magazine 60 pence, latesl
two magazmes £ 1 10. three latest magazines £ 1.60 or
send an nual subsCflpl.OI'l £3.00 10Ca ro fin e M ove m ent
BCM·BRFM, London, WC1.

Free! C5.00 worth of CB 9iftS! Special offer on lhls
months CB brochures! RadiOS, antennas. mIcrophones.
base Slallons etc. send 14p stamp to Falcon CB. 12
Newrn9ton G,een Road. London. Nl.

CB Transistors etc. Mosl Jap types 01 eqUivalent rn
stOCk. Phone 0945 63231 or send lor list Gallan. Burdett
Road. Wisbech Cambs. PE 13 2PS.

SEND YOUR
CLUB CARDS
& POSTAL
ORDERS
clo THIS MAG.
10 DAYS DELIVERY

SOUTH DEVON CB CENTRE. All accessorIes available.
MONTS TRANSPORT CAFE, Liverton. Telephone
Bickington 333.

PRACTICL CB RADIO SERVICING - a new book every
CB operator has been wathl'lg lor All you need to kl'low
about repalllng & servlcmg CB RadiO equipment (Cal No.
107/ (3.50 .ncludrng p & p from ZL Communications,
Cantley, nr. Norwich, Norfolk NR13 3RT. 1049370
~21)

Barnstaple CB Centre lor all accessofles. 4 BUfum
Afcade, Bear Slreel, Barnstaple. Tel. 78911.
BADGER us now for yourCLUB'S embrOidered badges
FmestQualrly a: compehllvepnces(mm 1101 For prom pI
quolallvr. send sketch 10 CLUB BADGE SPECIALISTS,
Webb Tolley (CBI, 26a High SI.. Halesowen, Wesl Mid·
lands.
JOhn & MarkS Burgers.

. John & Marks Burgers
John & Marks Burgers (Mobilel Come 101 a late nlghl
burger break. lust west of Peggy Bedlord Pub, Bath
Rvad. Heathrow Sun-Thurs 9pm - 12 midnight. Frl ·Sal
9om' 2.30am Try our '.Ib 30 'Jib burgers With relish &
salad See you soon.
CB Wrndow StICkers. 5 d,fferent (1.50. ~Shaddap You
w
Face~ "R.ghl Turn Clyde • SOp each. Backw.ndow strips
I slow down IOf Blondesl~. A. Ashlon. 34
Secol'ld Avel'lue..Ravenswrng C.P. Aldermaston. Readmg
BerkS.

~Warl'llng.

Clllzen Band RadIO Sales Lld.. Ready Formed Company
of above name for sale Price £250. Write toChnsSalmon
'Plot gO'. Greenfields. 8ridgend, Mid.Glam. or rrng 0656
63037 aUer 7 p.m.

Made to Measure V NeckJ ersey or Sweat Shirt. Any
COlour C.B. plus handte embrOidered m gold. Superb
Quality. send sIze. colour. your handte, reqUlremenls and
cheque/p.o lor £ 13.00 mcludes postage 10 Hawkesm,1I
PromOtionS. 53 Hawkesmllllal'le. Coventry. W. M'dtands
AmaZing Efectromc Plans Lazers. burnmg. CUlling fllle.
PlslOI IIghl shows An ultrasonIC lorcelleld weaponlng.
salelite T.V. pyro vehICles. ShOCk guns. surveylance 1015
mo:,e Catalogue 75p Plan Centre, St. John Street,
IJr.dgnonh, Skropshire.
HANDLE BADGES METAL ENAMEL GOLD PLATED
£2.00 each Just crank your handle. Your club badge
deSigned and quoted Without obtrgg'lon. Caldergld Co.
Ltd. (Badge Man). 23 Main St. Walton on Trent, Nr,
Burton on Trent, Staffs. 028-371 3493.
ca ca DX. CALLING ALL DX'ERS. Why not JOin lhe
BIG BEN OX OSL CLUB olth€: UK. Apply m wfltmg to the
Duke 14a Bndge Slree.. Godalmlng, Surrey. Club later 10
be reVIewed In Ihls Mag. See us at Stand 40 at the 104
1981 CB RadiO Show(Heathrow Holel. Healhrow Airport)
or phone Godalm.ng 20734.
Buy thiS stabilizer and run your fig Irom your charger only
£5.50.1'lC pap. 01·660 8560 Evgs.
Rig repaIrs, havmg trouble contact John Topllss. 202
Welhome Road.Grlmsby(FISh Town} 10.84. 0472 58248
Oualrty London Postcards 4" x 6" Ten assorted Tourist
Scenes only 1:9.00 per lOO inC. P & P. Immediate
despalch. send c.heque/P.O to S.C. O·Donnell. Keysoe
Lodge. Keysoe. Beds. (023·062·641) Ideal lor OX·ers.

•

SUBSCRIPTION
1 YEAR INCLUDING FIRST CLASS POSTAGE £9.50
6 MONTHS INCLUDING FIRST CLASS POSTAGE £4.75

USA, AUS & all other countries surface mail same price as above.
AIRMAIL TO EUROPE 1 YEAR £13.80
AIRMAIL TO USA 1 YEAR £18.0U AIRMAIL TO AUS 1 YEAR £20.00
FEE ENCLOSED t ~

PLEASE START FROM ISSUE

PAV. . .HT BY CH.QUE OR P.O. TO: CB RADIO
Tudor Work•• e.acon.fleld Rd., Hay••, Middx.
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Your name & address will be kept totally confidential
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DISTRIBUTORS OF TELCO
PRODUCTS. AVANTI. TURNER.
MIDLAND. HAM MASTER. GC
ELECTRONICS. ZETAGI; CTE.
BREMI. CB MASTER. HAM
INTERNATIONAL AND MANY
OTHERS.

APPOINTED DISTRIBUTORS FOR
HMP. ANTENNA SPECIALISTS.
KHI. ALPINA. EURATRONIKA
ALBRECHT EDGEWORTH
ELECTRONICS.

OMTECH I.O.M. Ltd.

+ Ass.Co.s

12 Court View Mount HavelDck Douglas I.D.M.
U.K. OFFICE + ENQUIRIES to
133 FOUNTAINBRIOGE EDINBURGH EH3 90G
TEL 031·229·B830 TELEX 727053 OMTECH G.
Wldut selection of CB accessories
Amateur marine communication equipment

133 FOUNTAINBRIOGE EDINBURGN
pen
EH3 90G TEL D31·229·BB3D
MTECH
TElEX 727053 DMTECH G TRADE SUPPlIES
131 FDUNTAINBRIDGE EDINBURGH
hannel
EH3 90G TEL 031·229 BB 30
USTDM
RETAIL SALES
EQUIPE
ommunications 129 FDUNTAINBRIDGE EDINBURGH
EH390G TEl. D31·229·B2D2
BONE
RETAIL- MAIL ORDER
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YOU CAN'T 'LIK' A STIK

\\'r~y

TNl'C8'NfJPll

103 High Street
Shepperton
Middlesex

TW17 9 Bl

SOLE UK AGENTS
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
PhorOH1 C. Printtd by Sllf9h.-n~ Pr." Horro
and.

Tel:(09322) 48145

'FirestiK'
ANTENNAS

